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The Blizzard of 2005 created havoc for
students travelling from beyond the
greater Boston-New York metropolitan
area. See page 6.
SPORTS
The men's basketball team bounced
back in the NESCAC standings by earn-
ing their first league win of the year,
beating Tufts University in a dramatic
home victory. See page 10.
A&E
Sniff ...sob...the Bandwagon leaves the
Station. After three years as a columnist,
Emily Morse lists the best songs to put
on a mix tape and bids the Voice adieu.
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College Commemorates Dr. King Office of Residential
JlyS=~::Kl' Life Presents Revamped
Lottery System to SGAMembers of theConnecticut College com-
munity gathered at Harkness
Chapel this past Monday to
celebrate the life of Martin
Luther King, Jr. in a service
entitled "Face the Challenge
of a New Age: Reflect,
Celebrate, Act." The cere-
mony served as the culmina-
tion of the many events that
have taken place on campus
during the past two weeks in
honor of Dr. King's birth-
day.
The service drew partici-
p'ints from Connecticut
College and beyond.
Reverend James Carter, a
College Chaplain, wel-
comed the congregation,
hoping that the celebration
of Dr. King's life would
"cause us to remember his
life, cause us to remember
his actions."
President Norman
Fainstein read from a speech
that King delivered in 1956
entitled "Facing the
Challenge of a New Age:
Reflect, Celebrate, Act." The
speech focused on some of
the most important teach-
ings of Dr. King, citing love
and humartity as two ways to
The Unity Gospel Choir was one of several performance groups that appeared at the Martin Luther King}r Celebration. (Holt)
conquer injustice.
"Whatever affects one
directly affects all indirect-
ly," read Fainstein. "We are
all links in the great chain of
humanity."
Interjected throughout
the service were several
musical selections from
members of the community.
'The United States Coast
Guard Academy Gospel
Choir conttibuted two bal-
lads entitled "I Wanna Be
Yours" and "Speak to My
Heart." The Unity House
Gospel Choir, led by Niko
Paul, sang a song called
"The' Dream." This piece
was written and put to music
by Niko Paul's mother and
her friend. "The Dream"
pays tribute to the work of
King, including lyrics that
claim "you can kill the
dreamer, but you can't kill
the dream." Preceding the
singing of "The Dream,"
Colleen Petrina White ('06)
delivered a powerful reading
called "Reflection after the
June 12th March for
Disarmament" by Sonia'
Sanchez.
Te-Ana
State of the 'College Address
Asserts Shared Governance
JIy THOMASMcEvoy
President Norman Fainstein gave
the annual State of the College
Address Tuesday evening in the
1941 Room. Along with President
Fainstein's speech, President of the
Student Government Association
rI,GA) Pete Lelek spoke as a repre-
sentative of the student body, and
Bridget Baird, Chair of the Faculty
Steering and Conference Committee
(FSCC), discussed the role of her
committee as' well as other promi-
nent ones at the College, citing their
accomplishments in recent years.
After introductions by SGA's
director of Public Relations Alex
Schoenfeld, Pete Lelek was first to
speak, and focused on the Student
Government's achievements over
the past five months. "SGA has been
very successful thus far," Lelek said.
One of SGA's early accomplish-
ments was its endorsement of the
Strategic Planning Committee's
finalized document, Connecticut
College 2011: Launching the
Second Century. The Strategic
Planning Committee was charged by
President Fainstein during the Fall
2003 semester to evaluate the
College's vision of itself as it
approaches its centennial and to
derive achievable goals for the
future.
During his speech, Lelek said
that the Strategic Plan "places the
College on a launch pad." He went
on to add, "It's a plan that maps out
the future of the school."
Other achievements by the SGA
included New London 101, which
Lelek noted as an example of the
College's close relationship with its
city. In general, the aim of the proj-
ect was to familiarize incoming
freshmen with the city of New
London during their orientation.
The SGA was an influential
force behind attaining increased
operating hours for both the fitness
center and Shain Library. The library
stayed open an unprecedented 24
hours during much of the exam peri-
od last semester, and its Thursday
schedule has been extended by two
hours in the evening.
Pete Lelek also noted the cre-
ation of a Judicial Taskforce. The
committee includes the Chair and
members of the Judicial Board,
Dean of Student Life Dave Milstone,
and Assistant Dean of Student Life
Anne Hopkins-Gross and is charged
with revising and improving the
judicial system at the College.
"Sanctioning will not get harder or
easier," Lelek noted. "I call upon all
students to draw upon the [Honor]
Code and respect it." The last
detailed inspection of the judicial
system took place during the Spring
semester of 2003 and resulted in a
rewritten Student Handbook.
continued on page 6
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By THOMASMcEvoy
NEWS EDITOR
On January 24th. Students, fac-
ulty and staff gathered at Harkness
Chapel to mourn and reflect on the
tsunami disaster that devastated
much of Southeast Asia last
December. The memorial service
was organized by Aim Sinpeng, 'OS.
Beverly Kowal, Associate Dean
of the College and advisor to inter-
national students, also played a role
in organizing the service.
Furthermore, College Chaplain
Carolyn Patierno helped set up and
participate. "We felt that it was very
important to do something as a com-
munity iri response to this disaster
that is barely imaginable to us a
world away," Dean Kowal said.
"Aim has done a remarkable job in
the shadow of tremendous grief to
BY EUUBI!11I GREBNMAN
Assoc1ArE NEWS EDITOR
7th. Class year will be the most
important factor in prioritizing
placements, followed by level of pri-
ority and finally the student's timing
and promptness in turning in the
form. Seniors and then juniors will
be granted room changes first, fol-
lowed by sophomore requests to
move from doubles to singles and
singles to other singles.
The ORLH is also currently
making preparations for the infa-
mous housing lottery process. At this
point the ORLH and the Residential
Life and Housing Advisorv
Committee have a "close to final
draft of the booklet" about the lot-
tery process and therefore have
almost finalized all the details,
according to Metivier. The RLH
Advisory Committee went before
the Student Government Association
(SGA) General Body Meeting on
Thursday evening to review the
booklet and planned changes, in
order to "check in with the student
body" and get their feedback in a
collaborative effort, according to
Metivier. The changes to the lottery
were "generally well received" b):'
SGA's Assembly according to Pete
By MAKIlNNA CAHn.L
A Buddhist mo7lk spoke at the Tsunami Memorial Seroice on january 24th.
make happen what she has envi- for students, faculty, and staff to
sioned." pause and reflect 'on how the tsuna-
Sinpeng stated that the idea
behind the service was to allow time
STAFF WRITER
During the first few weeks of second semester, stu-
dents frequently see many new faces. This is due mostly
to the fact that there are a very large number of students
returning to campus who spent their first semester in a
variety of study abroad locations.
Students from this year's junior class studied in a
variety of places. Many students traveled as far as India
and South Africa, while some stayed in the United States
to study at institutions such as American University in
Washington D.C.
. According to the records held by the registrar, 132
students, mostly juniors, returned from studying abroad
during the fall semester. This coincides with the 139 stu-
dents who decided to make the journey abroad during
the current spring semester. While this did not create any
housing issues, Dean of Student Life David Milstone
stated that some of the greatest challenges "from a stu-
dent life and a housing standpoint [were] to accommo-
date returning students in single rooms near their
friends, to make the return to campus more comfort-
able."
While many students seem happy with their living
arrangements, some, such as Graham Lincoln who is
returning to Conn from Rome, do not understand why
their priority points seem to have gone unnoticed. "I'm
okay with living in Hamilton, but] am disappointed that
my priority was apparently completely disregarded and I
was not given a room down south which is what I put as
my top choice dorms."
There are many other obstacles faced by those who
~
continued on page 6
Influx of Students Return From Abroad
With the second semester back
fully in swing despite a bumpy start,
students should be looking ahead to
the usual annual events of prepara-
tion for next year. Spring semester is
characterized by many occurrences,
including Winter Formal and
Floralia. Of most concern is the infa-
mous housing lottery process, sched-
uled to begin this month.
The housing crunch of the begin-
ning of the year was relieved this
semester. Shelly Metivier, Director
of Residential Life and Housing,
said they were in a comparatively
"better place" than in the fall. The
Office of Residential Life and
Housing (ORLH) was able to place
all students returning from abroad in
singles, in contrast to last year when
some were temporarily placed in
doubles. This semester the number
of withdrawals and students going
abroad outnumbered the students
transferring in or coming back from
abroad. Unlike last semester, there
are currently some empty rooms on
Harris ('07) campus. The official room change
--===:-:r-:==-,,..,. period begins on Monday, Februarycontinued on page 6 continued on page 7
Campus Reflects on Tsunami Disaster
are coming back to Conn after traveling the world, Dean
Milstone commented. "I think students returning to cam-
pus after studying away face a variety of challenges.
They have experienced some amazing things that few
others can truly understand. They also may feel dis-
tanced from the campus since they have been away for a
long time while lots of friendships have formed and lots
of activities have occurred of which they were not a part.
Also, sometimes students feel a letdown of sorts due to
getting back to the 'normal' routines after being involved
in an experience that was anything but normal," said
Dean Milstone.
While the campus is generally welcoming to return-
ing students, it is definitely a great adjustment to the sit-
uations most students experienced while studying
abroad. The course load of many universities abroad cab
be very different from the type of work and subjects
studied at Conn. Many students lived in large cities,
while others traveled through rural villages. In many
cases, it was necessary to have to get accustomed to
enormous language barriers as well as learn the respec--
tive language in the short period of four months.
Many students spent every weekend traveling from
one exciting and exotic place to another. These are all
aspects that factor into the transition process. While it is
hard to believe that one can still feel out of the loop
while doing all of these exciting things, it is very com-
mon for students to feel confused or out of place upon
returning to school. As Gabrielle Zandan, who spent last
semester in Sydney, Australia, stated, "Who are all these
freshmen?"
...- - - - - - - - - - - - -----
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EDITORIAL&OPINION
Let it snow. Let us sleep. Let it go.
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"
THINKYOU HAVE WHAT IT,
. .
TAKES TO BE THE NEXT
JORDAN GEARY?
"
Attending the first day of classes was next to impossible for students travelling beyond the greater NewYork-
Boston metropolitan area. Conn acted independently from other colleges and institutions, deciding to remain open
and hold classes despite the fact that roads were still treacherous, the campus roads still a sheet of ice, and various
flights cancelled. Perhaps realizing the error in its ways, the College apparently thought it was logical to close down
two days later when only an inch or so of snow fell.
The snowstorm undoubtedly caused travel woes for travelers. Countless flights were cancelled, and the
Providence and Boston airports were even closed on Sunday. Many students expressed their frustration that the
College opted to hold classes onMonday when so many studentswere still stranded at home and at airports. It was
further aggravating for them when they finally returned to school only to then have classes cancelled because of a
diminutive amount of snow.
Clearly, the rational of the decision-makingprocess for keeping the College open needs to be questioned.The
administration should have been aware of the difficultiesof travelling for returning students.Local newsbroadcasts
were covering the topic as their top stories. Thus, it should have been no surprise to faculty and staff when large
numbers of students were missing on the first day of classes. The College needed to take this unavoidablefact into
considerationMonday morning.
If the College did not consider the consequences of the blizzard severeenough to close down officesand cancel
classes but thought Wednesday's weather warranted such action, perhaps it never considers students in making its
decision. Indeed, Monday's weather presented no problems, so the College could have reasonablyargued that there
was no hazard for students, faculty,and staff in travelling.However,it seems that Monday's brilliant sunshineblind-
ed the College from acknowledgingthat students were still stranded at home or airports and thus could not arrive to
classes in time.
:
"
The Voice continues the search for a
new editorial cartoonist. Submit your.
~
work to box 4970. .
AssOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR
AsHLEY SOLOD
EUZABETII CRYAN
" J I
Questions? Call Emily at x3927 .
OA
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THE COLLEGEVOICE
POLICIES
ADVERTISEMENTS
The College Voice is an open forum. The opin-
ions expressed by individual advertisers are
their own. In no way does The College Voice
endorse the views expressed by individual
advertisers. The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems 'to be libelous, an incitement to
violence, or personally damaging. Ad rates are
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
Manager, Ashley Kenerson. The College Voice
reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content
approval. The final deadline for advertising is
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publi-
cation .
LEITERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.rn. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
atrack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any sub-
mission. Letters should be single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification. Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
..
King HiPhO wants YOU to write for The Voice.
Box4970 • OFFICE (860) 439-2812
E-MAIL: ccvoice@conncoll.edu
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
EMILY MORSE
JUIJA LEFKOwm
He especiallv wants vou to write for News.
NEWS EDITORS
SARAH CEGLARSKI
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MANAGING EDITOR
NICK IYENGAR
Our News Editors are reallv, reallV,reallv nice.
(Much nicer than King Hippo)
AsSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
ELIZABETII GREENMAN
BusINESS MANAGER
CHARLOlTE B011IE
SPORTS EDITORS
I'ETER STERLING
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PHOTO EDITORS
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A&E EDITORS
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IT TAKES BALLS To BE THATOBNOXIOUS
ZAcH WEST· Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
What could you do with forty
million dollars? Well, you could
give a huge boost to tsunami relief
efforts in southwest Asia. You could
~>utfit thousands of troops in Iraq
with proper body armor, You could
provide badly under-funded U.S.
public schools with better teachers
and equip-
ment. You
could even
make a start
on repaying
the prepos-
terously
huge nation-
al deficit.
Or, if you're
like the
President, you could just have a
party.
Nine of them, in fact - in addi-
tion to all the parades, dinners, and
other inflated pomp and nonsense
accompanying the Presidential inau-
guration. Funded by private dona-
tions, this year's inaugural celebra-
tions boasted exquisite food, first-
tate entertainment, and a forty-mil-
lion-dollar price tag. All that adds
up to the most extravagant presiden-
tial inauguration in U.S. history.
, Such extravagance can be inter-
preted in a number of ways. Bush
supporters would like it to be seen as
the continuance of a great tradition,
a display of national pride, and a cel-
ebration of democracy. But some
others, in this country and around
the world, tend to view it with a
wary, if not disdainful, eye.
President Bush's first term was char-
acterized by tragedy, war, recession,
and extreme political polarization -
so he starts his next term off with the
biggest victory dance ever thrown by
Iipresident? It seems like pretty odi-
ous taste. to be expected more of a
football player in the end zone than a
President leading a great nation in
crisis.
But supporters of Bush have pro-
v'ided compelling j ustitications for
the extravagance of the inaugural
celebrations. The primary justifica-
tion is simply that everything was
funded with private money.
Corporations and individuals, not
U.S. taxpayers, provided the money
for the explicit purpose of "living it
up," so who is anyone else (especial-
ly the Democrats, having lost the
eJection) to tell them how to spend
treir money? Plus, past presidents
such as Clinton, Reagan, Carter, and
Nixon have held expensive inaugural
festivities. Why not Bush, especial-
ly if it's with private money?
A presidential inauguration is, of
course, an historic event, worthy of
recogrtition and celebration (at least
in theory, though I don't much feel
like celebrating another four years of
warmongering and strangled civil
liberties). In the past, however,
smarter and more compassionate
presidents have shown more propri-
ety and common sense in times of
national crisis. In the midst of the
First World War, for instance,
Woodrow Wilson said that it would
be "undigrtified" to hold any festivi-
ties at all for his 1917 inaugural. A
generation later, FOR cancelled the
balls for his second, third, and fourth
inaugurations, due to depression,
war, and more war, respectively. He
focused on simplicity, shortening the
parade and limiting festivities to
luncheons and, at most, a concert.
And while it is true that many of our
past presidents have held extrava-
gant inaugural celebrations, they
weren't doing it during a national
crisis - except maybe for Nixon,
who stirred up some well-deserved
protests.
Fast-forward to January
2005, when we're in over our head in
Iraq, sending aid to the tsunami vic-
tims in Asia, and racking up a prodi-
gious national deficit. Any president
in his right mind would show some
restraint in blowing a ton of cash,
private or not, on a string of victory
parties. But notice the qualifying
clause in that sentence: "in his right
mind", I suppose a president can't
be in his right mind if he doesn't
have one in the first place.
Even when funded entirely
by private donations, celebrations of
this magnitude display nothing but
poor taste, given the current national
and international climate. A little
partying is to be expected, but not
the most expensive and elaborate
string of balls and feasts in inaugural
history. A better president than Bush
might have made an official state-
ment refusing the donations, and
asking the donors to divert their
money towards less ephemeral, more
vital causes like education or
humanitarian aid. Such a move
would have been politically shrewd,
ethically sound, and in good taste -
in other words, clearly nothing we
should expect of President Shrub.
The College Voice
would like to say
congratulations to
Adam Weinberg for
finally graduating.
Unfortunately, this
leaves a large blank
space on our editorial
page.
If you are interested in
writing a weekly
opinion column,
contact Nick Iyengar 
at naiye@-.
,
INTO TIlE REn MIST
YONI FREEMAN - OCCUPIED TERRITORY
"When eating a fruit, think of the person who
planted the tree" - Vietnamese Proverb
•
instructor how the Communist Party justified itself now that it has cease~'
building socialism and he responded, "The Communist Party has said this-
about Marxism: First we had feudalism, now we build capitalism and indus-
trialize, After we industrialize, then we will build socialism, just like Karl
Marx described as occuning in industrialized countries," 1guess that is what-
Marx said, but I think it is safe to say that when they reach that point there-
will be no going back. • •
Living in Vietnam with the SATA group is not all about having a regular
school semester. There is sightseeing involved. So far [ have visited the
History and Military Museums. The former includes many propaganda
exhibits, which in some instances blatantly skew history or events. But over->
all, it is a good experience to see this, though at times it does not seem like'
a museum at all but really like an exhibition of different items and who they'
belonged to, or who used them, without the availability of further details as
to who these people were.
Additionally, I have been to the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, where the
passing of a Commurtist leader did not involve burial hut refrigeration ant!
exhibition. I walked some length to the building, under the watchful eyes of'
communist soldiers. Then I entered the building where it got quiet. Iwas
showed into a room and I kept walking while looking at Ho Chi Minh, who .
was positioned in a small bed inside a glass box surrounded by four People's
soldiers. Ho Chi Minh's face had a weak red light shirting on it, and above
him were the Vietnamese flag and the communist hammer and sickle flag->
It is reported that Ho Chi Minh takes a trip every year to Moscow for "main~ ,
tenance," I have also seen Mao Tse- Tong's body as well, when he was'
brought to Beijing. However, Mao is laying on a much bigger bed, with can- •
dles on his bedside, more light in the room and two soldiers standing at his
bed side.
I have also lived in China, which is worth contrasting with Hanoi. In:
Bejing, there was no megaphone system, and a much less use of the hammer:
and sickle symbol, probably because of the break between China and the'
USSR (Vietnam had much closer relations to the Soviets). The bus system,
unlike the Hanoi one, was tertible and I never used the bus. Here in Hanoi
we use it all the time, it is cheap and it is easily understood where we arc
going (though in the first week we had an experience where we got on the.
bus and it never reached the stop, instead traveling 45min to some other"
area). It seems the busses do not go in circles, but from one point to anoth-
er, so you have to be on the right side of the road. Beijing also did not have
a curfew. Some similarities include the presence of propaganda posters and
heavy air pollution in both Beijing and Hanoi.
For those wondering, there have been some of us (not me) who have
become adventurous with certain food items here. These include cobra meat,
frogs, grasshoppers and dogs, Ihave also seen cats and porcupine on menus,
and supposedly there are even rat places. A group like PETA probably
adores communists, but Iwonder what they would say about these practices.
Would they condemn them?
An event of interest this week is the anniversary of the founding of the
Communist Party of Vietnam in 1930. As a result, there are many more
It has just about been three weeks since I
arrived in Hanoi with SATA Vietnam. First I
became accustomed to the constant honking. It
seems that the people here take out their lack of
personal freedom on the roads at every possible
moment, whether they are driving wildly in the
rain, runrting red lights, or failing to follow traffic
laws (those which exist). What makes this mix even more tense is the fact
that there are more motorcycles and mopeds than cars here.
You are probably wondering why this column is not about Israel or
something related to it For the time being, unless there is some event call-
ing for me to do otherwise, Iwill describe my experiences in this socialist
paradise. However, there is an "Israel Connection" to this column already:
and that is that I have already met Israelis either traveling through or living
in this "workers utopia" on five different occasions.
The title of this column speaks of a "red mist." The commurtist feel of
the city is evident in various facets of the daily life here, taking the form of
an Orwellian structure involving repressive and "Nanny- state" politics.
There are megaphones hanging off power lines on almost every street cor-
ner, broadcasting "People's Community" announcements every morning.
The announcements instruct people on the date of the next elections, how to
clean their homes, or new laws. There is even revolutionary spirit heard and
music. There are propaganda posters throughout the city, all of which dis-
play Ho Chi Minh's picture or the dreaded hammer and sickle icon.
On top of this, there is a midnight city curfew enforced by the police, and
TV broadcasting ceases until the morning. Places frequented mostly by for-
eigners stay open in the city, however local businesses must close, or they
risk fines and a police patrol visit. It is a bleak sight to see the streets after
midnight, empty except for the street cleaners. The first morning we were
here, I looked at a neighboring stadium, where I saw a training session for
school children in the art of using and maintaining (though not firing) AK-
47s. From what I have heard the government requires each high school stu-
dent to learn martial arts and participate in these sessions twice a year.
In some areas of Vietnamese daily life the commurtist feel is not so
apparent. More and more private businesses are popping up all over Hanoi,
a sign that Vietnam is operting to the outside world. On the other hand, the
influx of business is also because people in state jobs don't earn enough
money, and therefore must do other work to make ends meet. The abundance
of taxis and the growing number of shopping malls give the city a metro-
politan feel.
The other part of this "red mist" involves what the Commurtist Party
built its infrastructure on. They built on the remnants of French colonialism,
As a result, you can see very distinct architecture in some parts of the city
(especially in the "Old Quarter"), making you think you aren't in Vietnam.
Furthermore, the reintroduction of this European culture of coffee shops and
little lake side pastry shops continues to brew free enterprise in a country
which saw none of it since the 1990s. Incidentally, I asked my Vietnamese
SCORE ONE FOR TIm Goon Guys
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NICK IYENGAR-OUT IN RIGlIT FiELD
This past Sunday, while most Conn students
were busy sleeping, studying, or goofing off, Iraqi
citizens braved widespread violence to vote in the
first free Iraqi elections in half a century. For all the
forecasts of doom and gloom offered by many
prominent left-leaners around the world, early
reports seem to show that the election was a
resounding success. In fact, the current estimate is
that Iraq turned out at the rate of 60 per cent, top-
'---'---~ -----.J ping the American turnout rates of many recent
elections.
In the face of the successful election, some on the left were able to eat
their words. Kofi Annan called Iraqi voters "courageous," which, of course,
they are. On the other hand, John Kerry did his best to pooh-pooh the joy-
ous day, grumbling that the importance of the election should not be over-
hyped.
I would argue that the Iraqi election's importance can hardly be over-
stated. From Iraq to Britain to America, the success of the election is being
hailed as a towering defeat over the terrorists and their ideology of hate.
Thanks to the unyielding American commitment to Iraqi democracy, and the
bravery of Iraq's millions of voters, democracy has now taken root in a
region dominated by theocracies and despots. Just as Belshazzar, the ancient
king of Babylon, saw the "writing on the wall" two and a half milleunia ago,
perhaps now the repressive leaders of Iran, Syria and Saudi Arabia are real-
izing that their days in power are numbered.
Arabs throughout the Middle East are witnessing democracy flower, and
I expect that the people of the region will demand democracy and account-
able government in the coming years.
VETOED!
In other words, the Iraqi elections are possibly just the beginning of a
massive wave of freedom spreading across one of the most undemocratic
regions of the globe. Liberals long decried this vision, President Bush's
vision of the Middle East's future, but now we are all witnessing the first
fruits of this bold plan.
While the benefits of this momentous success are enormous for the peo-
ple of Iraq, America also stands to gain much from Sunday's election. First,
the morale of American troops will surely be on the rise. After months of
stagnating in the fight against the terrorists, and difficult assaults such as the
one on Fallujah, the troops are seeing the progress for which they have beep
fighting and dying. In addition, we should see an increased level of cooper-
ation from the Iraqi forces which are being trained and recruited every day.
Combine these effects with a new, democratically elected Iraqi government,
and I dare say we may be seeing some light at the end of this Iraqi tunnel. ,
I know that on campus, across America and around the world, bitter'
Bush-haters and anti-Americans will, much like Senator Kerry, deride the'
elections or only begrudgingly admit their importance. These people under-
stand that the successful elections stand as a feather in President Bush's cap,
and a vindication of his much-maligned foreign policy. In fact, President
Bush looks something like a prophet for his foresight and accurate predic-
tions of the results of his campaign in Iraq.
The funny thing is that I just do not care how much liberals might moan
and groan. As most readers know, I am usually busy trying to rebut the Left.
Thanks to the millions of brave Iraqis, Ido not have to it anymore. They have
firmly accomplished this noble goal by defying the terrorists and voting in
large numbers.
ANDREW MEYER- I HAVE ADD
You know, it's truly amazing how people keep
on leaming things. This week, I had many fascinat-
ing discoveries, including the meaning of life, a cure
for cancer, and why we drive on parkways but park
in driveways. Unfortunately, I forgot them all faster
than a pothead loses his keys. However, I do
remember one thing that I learned. My editors
taught me that "Ways to entertain yourself while
(performing bodily functions after eating)" is not an
appropriate topic for a column. And so, instead, I
am reduced to this; writing a column with no focus at all, bouncing around
more than Pamela Anderson on Baywatch, and changing topics faster than
Robin Williams on speed as I make no altempt to have any transitional
phrases whatsoever to connect my thoughts. Oh, the shame.
The State of the Union address is Wednesday night. I could also type
"tonight", because as always, I've missed my Tuesday deadline to hand in
the column. But hey, at least I'm consistent. Usually, I would use my psy-
chic powers to see the future and tell you what the president will be talking
about. Unfortunately, there are two problems with this plan: I,that you will
have already seen it by the time this column reaches you, and 2, that my psy-
chic thoughts are being clogged by the sound of approximately 19.3 billion
politicians clapping after every statement (including "hello," "goodbye," and
every word in between). Not that it matters, because no politician has actu-
ally said something important since Abraham Lincoln said "score".
UPDATE: I watched the first 10 minutes or so of the speech, because
contrary to popular belief, the Duke-Wake Forest game started at 9: 10, not
9:00. I heard two phrases that stuck out:
I) The newscaster informing us that they had received a copy of the
speech, and that "it should last about 40 minutes, but that's without clapping,
so it should run for about an hour". That's more clapping than even Iexpect-
ed.
2) I forget the exact wording, but it was something along the lines of "We:
should build a belter future for our children and grandchildren!" Wow, that's
a brilliant plan! And to think, all this time, I thought we should make the"
future a horrible place to live. But his idea is clearly better.
Super Bowl XXXIXIXVIVICXMROMANNUMERALSARESTUPID-
XXXVXICICVM is this Sunday. For those of you who haven't been fol-
lowing the media coverage, it's gone something like this:
Announcer A: "Terrell Owens is too hurt to play."
Announcer B: "Terrell Owens will play this Sunday."
Announcer A: "No he won't."
Announcer B: "Yes he will."
Announcer A: "You're wrong."
Announcer B: "I am right. And I like cheese fries."
Announcer A: "He won't play. But yeah, cheese fries are good."
Really, we could drag this out for another ten lines or so, but it isn't nec-
essary. The point is, Terrell Owens will play, unless he doesn't. It really
doesn't matter, since they'll have 56.4 cameras on him at all times no mat.
ter where he is during the game anyway.
So I thought of a way to help make the world a better place. From now:
on, space in my column will be open for advertisements. I'll only charge 75'
cents (unlike the CONNtact, which I believe charges a full dollar). It helps
us all out: you get cheaper ads, and I have to think ofJess things to say to fill
my space. Of course, I reserve the right to edit any ad you may submit. And
yes, that right does mean that I can change your "Puppies Are Cute Club:
Meeting, 7 PM in the 1941 room" to say "I slept with your mother last night-
and .... " (I'm cutting myself off here, because if the editors rejected the other:
column, there's no way they'll accept what I was about to say here.)
On second thought, that would involve doing work. Don't send me any-
thing.
In other news, there's still no pro hockey. In a recent campus-wide poll.]
-----' ..-,-----------c-o{J');t""in-u-e-d'o-n-p-ag--.f6·
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Throwback Returns to "Friday Nights Live"
By PAUL DRYDEN
the Cabaret Music Hall in their
hometown.
Throwback's sound is often
compared to Guster, Dispatch, and
Jack Johnson, if just for their famil-
iar acoustic, laid-back songs. Ever
since the semi-recent addition of
bassist Dee Perusse and Mike Libis'
electric guitar, however, the band's
music has evolved tremendously to
form their distinct rock band sound.
Jonah Smith Band blends soul,
jazz, funk, rock, and even the blues.
Jonah's deep, rich voice and energy
on the Rhodes electric piano
reminds one of a young Stevie
Wonder. Tbe band's dynamic
rhythm section features the world
renowned skills of drummer Mark
Djordjevic and Ben Rubin on bass.
David Soler plays guitar and pedal
steel while Bob Reynolds blows the
tenor sax.
The band primarily tours the
northeast but has also found success
in Europe. They're regulars on the
jazz circuit in Manhattan and
AssOCIATE A&E EDITOR
Montreal's harmony-driven rock
band Throwback and the jazzy-funk
Jonah Smith Band will grace Cro's
Nest as part of SAC's "Friday
Nights Live" (FNL) concert series.
The show will begin at 10 pm this
Friday, February 4th.
Throwback, a quartet featuring
four McGill University students, has
played Conn a couple times in the
past year. They took off last semes-
11'1' to do their first real U.S. tour,
'vending three months playing col-
Jeges and clubs from Cambridge,
Massachusetts out to Minneapolis
and down to Columbia, South
Carolina.
:, Performing with bands like
~tephen Kellogg & the Sixers, State
Radio, Virginia Coalition, and Zox,
Throwback sold the first thousand
copies of their first full length
_ :atbwn, Border Crossing. They most
4cently headlined a huge show at'.
Jump Off ttle
Bandwagon!
It's hard to believe I've finally hit second semester of senior year. IT
you've run into me on the street lately and asked that obligatory "So what's
up for you after graduation?" question, 1 apologize for the growling. See,
the thing is, I really don't want to graduate. 1 wanna stay here at Conn for-
J ever and ever. But all good things must come to an end, and this is the case
'with Jump Off the Bandwagon.
My first column was published in October of
2002. I called Micah Weisberg, the A&E editor
at the time, proposed my column (at the time
called Great Stuff You've Never Heard - thank-
fully that didn't make it to press), and actually
somehow made the front page as the teaser with
my infamous finger-pointing fake-gun picture
that I actually sent in by accident.
Over the years in my attempt to spread the
word on great music I'd found, a lot of great
,.._~_~~ music also found me. Some of my favorite bands
EMILY MORSE today (The Stereo, the modifIerS, Manda and the
limp Off the Bandwagonl Marbles, Count The Stars) are bands that I dis-
covered through harassing record labels for pro-
mos. FaIJ semester of this year was particularly fun, as I expanded Jump Off
the Bandwagon into all kinds of media, allowing me to review fashion,
..comic books, and movies.
; But the end is near - at the bottom of this page, in fact. So, I figure I'll
;go out in style. Since this is a parting, I'm going to leave my readers with a
parting gift. One of my all-time favorite things to give and receive is a mix-
tape. I know that tapes are going out of style. it's hard to even find a person
;who still has a tape player (FYI: I have three). But here's the thing about
,:tapes (I picked this up in a Valentine's Day issue of Teen when I was about
thirteen): if someone makes you a 90 minute rnixtape, it means that they
:spent lit least 90 minutes thinking about you - probably double that. Aside
from this, tapes have a certain cute, nostalgic quality that CDs just don't
.have, And, if you wauna get technical, there is the whole analog vs, digital
recording argument, but I honestly don't care about that. I care about the
sentiment.
Here's my sentiment for you: I'm making you a mixtape ... sort of. Tbese
'are my favorite songs to put on a mixtape, If you get a mix from me,
chances are at least half of these songs will be on it, especially if it's the first
.mix I've ever made for you. Basically, I'm notorious for mixtaping these
•songs, and I wanna tell you why.
Back in high school I worked at a Strawberries Music & Video in South
Portland, Maine. This was one of the biggest boosts to my record collection,
'since not only did I have an employee discount, but I had access to promo
CDs. One of my favorite prornos to come through was Mars Electric's
'Beautijitl Something. In fact, it was well-loved by most of our employees
and when we were done using it for in-store play, my boss took that album
home with him. I b ught a copy for $3 on eBay, and "Someday" from that
Brooklyn, often playing at venues
like the Blue Note and Jazz
Standard. "Other than that, it's just
about spreading the music," Smith
told jambase.com. "People can read
all of the quotes they want about an
artist, they can look at their picture,
but what it really comes down to is
does the music move you ... We try
to play just what the song calls for.
We really try to leave the ego out of
our music,"
"The fact that people can't really
categorize our music is pleasing to
me. Hopefully, eventually we'll
have a sound that is just associated
with us. You hear it on the ractio and
you know who it is immediately. No
one could really categorize Frank
Zappa or Tom Waits, they're just
American originals."
To hear the bands, check out
Jonah Smith at http://www.jonah-
smith. com and Throwback at, .
http://www.throwbackonltne.com .
Admission is free, but seats fill up
quickly, so get to the show early. Montreat-based Throwback closed tbe night with an unplugged encore at their appearance in (be Cro'sNest last scbool year, (Dryden)
AMillion Reasons to See Baby
BY CHRlSflAN CLANSKY Dunn looks like Eastwood playing himself. However,'
Dunn possesses an emotional depth rarely seen in an
Eastwood character, and his cowboy instincts and gruff-
ness are thrown head over heels halfway through the
film, That is the most interesting part of the film. Seeing
Clint Eastwood deconstructed so thoroughly is, to the
viewer, more tormenting and difficult to watch than any-
thing else in the market right now. Clint Eastwood, as'
both a director and actor, has pulled himself completely
out of his own element and deserves nothing but praise
for his results. Without a doubt, he has escaped the fate,
of being type-cast. -
Hilary Swank is brilliant too, and Morgan Freeman
is, in typical fashion, a joy to watch. Many critics sug-
gest that the film belongs to Swank. I disagree and say
the film belongs to Eastwood, but it would not have been
able to pull itself up from the ground without her. This is
certainly the performance of her career. Freeman, as an
aged boxer, narrates the story with a level of wisdom that
renders his character somewhat God-like. He is con-
stantly aware of the bigger picture and his semi-omnis-
cient nature rounds out the film's moral nicely. Both
act.ors deserve all the praise that is coming to them.
However, the core of the story is about metaphorical
boxing. And before that can be addressed, a SPOILER
WARNING must be put into place. Of course this is in
bad form for any movie critic, but the film is difficult to
STAFF WRITER
There are some actors who cannot escape a certain
image. One can look to the cliched action hero that
Bruce Willis or Arnold Schwarzenegger play in each of
their films. With those actors, the audience always
knows what they are in for when they pay ten dollars for
a ticket. Clint Eastwood has, since he first cracked a
whip on Rawhide, stood on his steel-tipped toes, coming
disastrously close to popping the delicate bubble which
would show him the same fate as Arnold or Bruce. Of
course, Eastwood's cowboy image is what many fan
members love, so when he symbolically bung up his gun
belt after his 1992 masterpiece Unforgiven, many
assumed his career would be finished.
However, since 1992, Eastwood has redefined him-
self not only as one of the great actors in the business,
but also as one of the great directors. Last year's Mystic
River, by all means, should have been Eastwood's defin-
ing film; he could have walked into the sunset as a high-
ly successful and revered celebrity. However, Million
Dollar Baby proves that age equals experience, and
Eastwood has again topped his own standard of great-
ness.
The film works well on a number of different levels,
though perhaps its best aspect is Eastwood's character,
Frankie Dunn. The man is as tough and stubborn as any
of Eastwood's cowboys, and to the unsuspecting viewer continued on page 6
A Mix Tape: The Perfect Goodbye
album became one of my all-time favorite songs. It's feel-good power-pop
at its finest, with a sound similar to the Goo Goo Dolls' /Dizzy Up The Girll
era. Even before I had a column in my college paper I had the desire to
share my diamonds in the rough. "Someday" has been on almost every
mixtape I've made since 2000.
My all-time favorite band is the Foo Fighters. And usually after I've
made a few mixes for you, you might get a Foo Fighters song. But for the
first mix, that's just too predictable. I get sneaky. One of my favorite songs
to sneak onto a mixtape in place of the Foo Fighters is "Touch" by David
Grohl and Louise Post (ofVeruca Saln.It's one of the few pop songs on the
soundtrack for the little-known 1997 film Touch which you may remember
from Bandwagon last semester. In any case, HTouch" the song is a gor-
geous, lofty-sounding duet that sounds like it could have been on the Foo
Fighters' !The Colour And The Shapel if Dave wasn't quite so angry. And
there's a cool guitar solo, too.
"Cherry Pie" by Warrant doesn't really have a good story behind it, but
as an 80's hair metal fan, you can't not love it. A really good use of a mix-
tape is a "cheer-up" gift, and r don't know anyone who won't crack a smile
when they hear "Cherry Pie". Bonus: it's terribly dirty, without a single
curse word!
"I Like Her (Band)" by the modifIerS makes it on to a lot of my mix-
tapes for three reasons. One: the modifierS sound a lot like the
Replacements, and I realJy like the Replacements. Two: the singer from the
modifierS wrote me a really nice email once and actually offered to come
play at Conn sometime 'cause he liked my review so much. Three: 1really
wauna be the girl in this song, but 1don't have a band, can't play guitar, and
my name isn't Michelle.
One tough part about mixtaping is the inevitable blank space at the end
of side A. The song you want there is too long. and there isn't a decent song
short enough to stick in there. That's where NOFX's "Monosyllabic Girl"
comes in. At a mere 54 seconds long, it'll fit just about anywhere.
I once rescued a copy of Jimmy Eat World's Bleed American from the
promo reject bin at work (little did my managers know this album was soon
to explode on the pop charts). Immediately "The Middle" was one of my
favorites, and on account of its ridiculous catchiness and pat-on-the-back
feel it's perfect for a mixtape you might make for a bummed out buddy.
One song that wasn't in beavy ntixtape-by-Emily rotation until after I
came to college is "Check" by the Rustic Overtones. "Check" is a song
that really represented the music scene in my homestatc of Maine when I
was in highschool. Everyone cool had been to at least one Rustic Overtones
show and had Rooms By The Hour. I wasn't cool until December of senior
year when I finally saw Rustic open up for Orgy on tbeir Vapor
Transmission tour. As you might have guessed, "Check" was their opening
number until they broke up a few years ago. This makes it perfect for open-
ing up a mixtape, or at least kicking off side B, especially wben making a
mix for a non-Mainer.
"Milk And Cereal" by G. Love. & Special Sauce is cool, simply
because its lyrics consist of cereal descriptions and cereal slogans sung in
semi -round-style,
Back before Ben Kweller had a solo album or put out a record with the
Bens, he was in a band called Radish. Radish drew my attention thanks to
a friend who saw them on the WeirdAt Show. At the time [ didn't even know
Weird Al had a show, but I eventually bought Radish's Restraining Bolt out
of curiosity. Most of the album is a bust, but "Little Pink Stars" is a per-
fect combination of Nirvana-style grunge rock and Ben Kweller's (appar-
ently underdeveloped) pop sensibilities.
I'm a sucker for cover songs, and one of my favorites is the Starting
Line's "Nothiug's Gonns Stop Us Now!' Yes, it's a standard pop-punk
cover of an 80's song, but I love it anyway.
Ellis Paul is by far one of my all-time favorite singer-songwriters. I saw
him play this pasr New Year's Eve in Harvard Square with a very special
group of friends from Conn. But way before then, I was introduced to Ellis
Paul at Strawberries by the Me, Myself, & Irene soundtrack. While most of
the album is Steely Dan covers (and there's nothing wrong with Steely Dan
covers), it also has my first ever Ellis Paul song, "The World Ain't Slowln'
Down." Besides being the sort of song that gets stuck in your head indefi-
nitely, it's got some solid advice. There have been few mixtapes since 2001
without "The World Ain't Slowin' Down!'
Most mixtapes need at least one totally crazy song, and that's where the
Aquabats come in. With an entire catalog of way wacky superhero-infused '
ska, there's a lot to choose from, but J usually go with "Magic Chicken!".
It's just about loving chicken - lots of chicken. Once my sister and 1 tried
to dance to it. but it just got really silly.
The mixtape exchange is usually reserved for good friends, significant
others, and hardcore crushes. This is why "Devotion" by the Stereo is the
most perfect song possible for such a tape. First of all, I don't think there's
a more happy song out there. Additionally, the Stereo have a sort of Jimmy
Eat World meets Ben Folds vibe, which pleases a lot of people. And the
lyrics are a list of things the singer would do for his friendllover so sugary
sweet you'd puke if the song didn't have a sense of humor ("If you make a
call I will dial 9" being one of the lines). Thus the aptly titled "Devotion"
has been on about 90% of my mixtapes since I found it in 2002.
Wben I started writing this column - my final column - I asked the first
victim of my rnixtape obsession. my best friend Fiona, what song she most
remembered from my mixes. She told me that "RainIng On The Sky" by
Naked was her most favorite, and strangely enough this was the first song
that I'd put on my list. "RainIng On The Sky" is the absolute best song to
put at the end of a mixtape. It's a little long, so you have to plan ahead, bUI
it has tbe sort of beauty in melody and lyrics that probably should have
pushed the band beyond one-hit-wonderdom (though in all honestly I
couldn't tell you the name of another song by Naked without looking at the
CD). Irs rockin', yet mellow, and I don't quite get what it's about, but when
it comes down to it, "RainIng On The Sky" is the he-all end-all of end-of •
mixtape songs.
That's it guys. I'm done. I'm passing my duties over to freshman and
fellow Mainiac Zach Adams. He was hand-selected by yours truly and 1
promise he's sort of cool. Actually, the kid owes me a mixtape. If there were
credits running right now, which I feel like there should be I bet "Can't
Hardly Wait" by the Replacements would be playing. 1 like putting that
song on mixtapes, too.
I
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Silvertide Strikes Rock Gold in Hartford and Providence
Songbook Teaches the Power of Pop
By RACHEL GAINES
A&E EDITOR.:
: = If concert posters boasting
::sounds like John Mayer" make you
question why you bother with live
music at all, if you need a little rock
8r>d!or roll flowing in your blood-
stream, if you crave a fist-pumping
g?od time, salvation is only 45 min-
!lleS away as Hartford and
Providence play host to up-and-
comers Silvertide.
-, The high-octane rock of five
!~enty-somethings from Philly has
been compared to Aerosmith,
~CIDC, Gun 'n' Roses, and most
closely, The Darkness or the Black
Crowes. With long, flowing hair,
tight, bell-bottom jeans, leather
boots, t-shirts, and denim jackets,
ihey certainly look the part.
.• Though Silvertide has been
together in some form since their
angst-ridden high school days, their
first album on J Records, Show and
j>jill,just hit shelves this September
and has received rave reviews from
rock authorities nation wide (includ-
ing a nod in Rolling Stone's "Artists
to Watch" edition which said,
"Silvertide wows crowds with their
powerfully bluesy seventy's revival
sound").
, "Ain't Comin' Home," the first
track on the album, is a college stu-
dent's anthem if I've ever heard one.
Lead singer and lyricist Walt Lafty
says the song is " ... about being out
partying, having a real good time,
and not wanting the night to end.
You worked hard all week long and
it's Friday night and you don't want
to come home." Not only is this feel-
ing expressed in the lyrics, but that
classic rock rhythm is just as addic-
tive as partying and hegs for action
(or anything other than going home
and crawling into bed).
Being young men, the bulk of
Silvertide's songs have to do with
women, but in keeping with their
rocker persona, they're not singing
lyrics you're likely to hear on
American Idol. The second track on
the album, "The Devil's Daughter,"
is literally about the one-night-stand
from hell. Lafty wails like Black
Crowes lead singer Chris Robinson,
"I went to bed with an angeV At
least that's what she said! But as she
tore off her dress/ Lord Imust con-
fess/ I've got the devil's daughter in
my bed."
"Blue Jeans" is a perfect exam-
ple of Lefty's lyrical genius. There's
nothing particularly deep about his
words beyond the obligatory double
entendre. They're straight forward,
fun, and most importantly, relatable
for his target audience (young and
adolescent males).
The song opens with the chorus.
This is an unusual choice, making
the song somewhat repetitive, but
the quality of the lyrics and their
head-bobbing syncopation make it
OK by me. "She's the kind of girl
you bring home to your mother/ She
looks good in blue jeans even better
By EMILY MORSE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
If you haven't read a novel by Nick Hornby by now, please do yourself
a, favor and get started on his wealth of literature. Hornby is the author
behind High Fidelity and About a Boy (both of which have been made into
major motion pictures) and How to be Good. His most recent publication,
however, is not a novel.
Songbook is a collection of essays about Nick Hornby's favorite songs-
songs that have defined not only moments in the author's life but pinpoint-
ed reasons for his enjoyment of music. You may have gathered from High
Fidelity (if not the novel, than surely the film) that Hornby is a man enrap-
tured by pop music (pop meaning "popular music," including country, hip-
hop, and even folk music). He is, as the character Rob says in the afore-
mentioned novel, a "professional appreciator."
, What makes Songbook so wonderful is that even if you've never heard
the songs Hornby writes about (and it's unlikely that you'll know all 31 of
them, as they run the musical gamut) you will have that light-bulb-coming-
on sort of understanding with regards to what he has to say about his music.
One of the more entertaining passages is from his essay on "Heartbreaker,"
by Led Zeppelin:
"Songs that were played on the piano, or acoustic guitar, by people with-
out mustaches or beards (girls, for example), people who ate salad rather
than rodents ...well, that could be bad music, trying to play a trick on
me ... How would 1know, if it was all undercover like that? Nobest stick to
loud instead. You couldn't go wrong with loud."
This passage is great because it exhibits no actual logic in the music
selection process, no actual proof of good taste - it is simply the reason that
necessitated a teenage Hornby to listen to Zeppelin and other loud, distort-
ed, metal-esque music. We've all been there, and most of us have at some
point found a better reason to listen to Led Zeppelin, but that's another story.
In his essay on "Caravan," by Van Morrison, Hornby discusses the fact
that pop music is one of a very few things that cannot be called "better" by
virtue of the level of its complexity. Even if you've never heard "Caravan,"
the essay isn't inaccessible. The essay, like the rest of the book, isn't about
the song but about the experience of loving music. And in this case, it's
about the experience of loving music for no other reason than the fact that
you like it. (Have you ever tried to tell an opera-metal fan why you listen to
pop-punk?) "All I ask of music is that it sounds good," Hornby states, and
it would be surprising to find that many pop music fans that don't echo this
sentiment.
Songbook is fantastic in that the writing is smart and charming, and the
Try Troy's Rock and Roll for Dangerously Good Flavor
cheese, sauce, toppings, and plenty of grease make for a delicious meal, but
it's also something you can get at Cro or pretty much any pizzeria in any
given town. In terms of size, it's enough to fill up a linebacker's stomach and
should provide plenty of leftovers for those foodies with smaller appetites.
For a slightly more varied taste, try the veggie pita. A warm, soft, flower
pita is smothered in melted mozzarella with cooked onions, peppers, and
mushrooms. Even the usually healthy vegetables are drenched in so much oil
that the sandwich sits pretty heavy in your gut.
There are salads for the waist watchers and health nuts and some basic
sandwiches made with cold cuts or seasonal veggies that are lighter options.
But Troy's menu is really geared toward the serious eater. Big pasta platters
and a few meat and fish dishes are more expensive than the pizza and sand-
wiches, but help give Troy's more of a "family restaurant feel."
The working juke box has a range of bands from The Beatles to the
Beasties to Backstreet and, at five songs for a dollar, it makes the room feel
a little more like the car-hop that it strives to resemble. My favorite part of
the meal, however, was the paper place mat full of geography facts. Little
touches like that make a meal more relaxed and fun.
For three people to order large sodas (with free refills) and separate
meals, the tab, with a 20% tip included, only carne to $25. Basically, Troy's
Rock and Roll Pizza has a similar menu to Mr. G's but offers slightly lower
prices. For more information on Troy's, check out their website at
www.troysrockruollpizza.com or call 860-443-4494. Troy's is open until 10
pm six days a week, but curiously closes at 4 pm on Tuesdays. If you've got
a craving for some delicious, artery-clogging cuisine, Troy's Rock and Roll
Pizza is definitely worth a shot.
BY RACHEL GAINES
A&E EDITOR
In a world of low-carb diets and point counters, even high-calorie havens
like Chili's and Applebee's are becoming more conscious of the nutritional
value of their food. For those restaurant goers out there who are sick of
ordering a plain chicken breast and a leaf of lettuce and desire something
more substantial, it might be worth heading over to Waterford Commons'
new grease trap, Troy's Rock and Roll Pizza. . .. .
From the outside, Troy's looks hke a typical pizza joint with a few small
tables and a big to-go counter. But once through the front door, rows of
black, vinyl booths line the blindingly white. walls, lightly decorated with
classic forty-fives and album covers. If cleanliness IS next to godhness, tbis
small, spotless space is worthy of worship. , .
. The fact of the matter is, however, that T~oy s (despite the themed deco-
. ) . lly a straight forward all-American pizza joint. And the menu,ranons IS rea '. ..
lik th II is pretty white-washed WIth a few sporadic exceptions. Mye e wa s, . k
dining companions ordered the ~i~za house staples of a ChIC en parmesan
. der and a personal pepperoru pIzza. . .
gnnTh . d listed as "small" on the menu, was probably rune Inches
egnner, . fried chick tIon and every millimeter of it was packed WIth greasy, ne c c en cu -
g I d dripping marinara sauce. As much as studentslets melted provo one, an .,
, . . ht in Harris frankly that's not real chicken parm. It s
love chicken parm mg " .. I think f
. hi k This as my friend rightly put It, IS what , aWendy's SpICyc c en. ,
when I hear "chicken parm," .
. the pie was nothing to wnte home about. Crust,As far as the plz;a goes,
under covers/ She's a devil in bed
between the sheets/ Ask her if she's
a saint and she'll get down on her
knees and pray." Lafty even admits,
"This is more or less a fantasy. It's
about things I wish I'd done and
things I have done but wish I hadn't,
things I regret. But it's fun. It has a
killer beat and that's what I like
about it."
A more touching and surprising
track, "Heartstrong," is the rock ver-
sion of "I Will Survive." The song
opens with the chorus again, but this
time around it detracts a great deal
from the track, reinforcing the fact
that this kind of love song is not the
band's area of expertise.
The corny lyrics whimper, "I'm
still standing here, awkward and
unaware/ As you scream the topic's
closed, and slam down the tele-
phone/ You swear that you still carel
But I'm still standing here confused
and somewhat drawn! My head's
lost but I'm heartstrong." The song
is a pseudo-sequel to "California
Rain," an earlier track about missing
your girl while you're on the road
and one of the catchiest tracks. Both
songs make for a sweet contrast to
the rest of the CD, but realistically,
the band should stick to rocking out.
It's what they do best.
So, if you've ever cranked up the
volume for "You Shook Me All
Night Long," or put the "Paradise
City" scene from "Can't Hardly
Wait" on repeat, it's worth checking
out Silvertide this week. On
Tuesday, February 8, they will be at
Lupo's Heartbreak Hotel in
Providence. Wednesday, the 9th,
they're performing at the Webster
Theater in Hartford, and Friday, the
11th, Silvertide graces the stage at
The Avalon in Boston (which is one
of the best small concert venues in
New England). For ticketing infor-
mation, check out the band's web-
site at www.silvertidemusic.com.
For a night of what Hustler dubs
"Ass-kicking, fist-in-the-air rock 'n'
roll a la Aerosmith and the '60s
Stones, kicked and pouted out with
unabashed fury and honesty," hit
these cities for what promises to be,
a great show with Silvertide.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• •
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subject matter is accessible through the universality of the pop music expe-
rience. The New York Times Book Review refers to Songbook as ''A small,
singular, delightful collection [about] the power of songs to bind people cul-
turally and to reach deeply into the human spirit." But to put it simply, ftom
one music aficionado to another, Songbook will make you feel good, and at
the very least, it leaves you with the desire to go out and listen (or re-listen,
as the case may be) to Hornby's 31 favorite songs.
Spring Break 2005-
Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
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Record-Breaking Blizzard Causes Shaky Start to Semester
':
•
Connecticut College students'., were welcomed back to campus
':January 23 with just over a foot of
snow. The "Blizzard of 2005" set
records in Connecticut and through-
out the Northeast, dumping any-
•-where from one to three feet
,.throughout New England and its
surrounding states.
Snowfall and storm conditions
prompted Connecticut state govern-
_;ment officials to request federal
., financial assistance. In a letter to•, President George Bush, Connecticut
Senators and Representatives antici-
pated snow removal costs as totaling
anywhere from six to twelve million
dollars, a sum far exceeding state
•-financial capabilities.
According to the state of
Connecticut, the time period of
January 20th to the 25th is informal-
ly referred to as the "traditional
_January thaw." January snowfall
C...averages 12.3 inches of snow. The
snowfall accumulated between the
22nd and the 23rd, in addition to the
snow received on the 26th
(Connecticut College's first snow
day of 2005), already surpasses that
average.
The blizzard fell at an inconven-
ient time in Connecticut College's
calendar, as moving in day for stu-
dents returning from break was
scheduled for January 23. Many stu-
dents anticipated heavy snowfall
and planned accordingly. "I came to
school early because my parents
threatened to take my car away if I
didn't leave before the snow started
falling," said Emily Greene ('06).
Sally Girouard ('06) left before the
storm because she "didn't want to
miss the first day of classes, and
[she] knew that [her] Buick would-
n't make it in the snow."
Other students' travel plans were
foiled due to rhe blizzard, yet some
were not too disappointed in the
delay. "I just thought of it as another
day in warm Texas," said Hillary
Turby ('07).
Fortunately, Connecticut did not
feel the most serious effects of the
blizzard. Salem and Plymouth,
Massachusetts received the most
snow at 38 inches. Cape Cod and
Nantucket, Massachusetts felt hurri-
cane force winds of up to 84 mph,
creating snow banks nearly seven
feet tall.
Connecticut College students
should feel lucky they do not attend
school up in Maine, where tempera-
tures plunged to _290 in Bangor-
the lowest temperature ever record-
ed in that area. The blizzard was
Providence's second snowiest and
Boston's fifth, receiving 23.4 inches
and 22.5 inches, respectively. Aside
from massive snowfall and biting
winds, the blizzard claimed 15 lives,
three of them in Connecticut.
Pictured above is one of many cars blockaded by tbe snow from tbe recent blizzard. (Solod)
continued from page 1 "invisible armor of social righteousness." Many organizations on campus worked to
': Clarke aimed to spread Dr. King's message of organize and sponsor this event including Unity
introduced the Reverend Florence Clarke to the non-violent resistance to the congregation, chal- House, the Office of Religious and Spiritual Life,
podium to deliver the sermon. Clarke, the former lenging members of the community to act. "We The Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.
College Chaplain, works as the Pastor at the will commit ourselves to making his dream come Scholarship Foundation, the Office of Volunteers
_.Clarke Memorial A.M.E. Zion Church in true," asserted Clarke. "We do violence by doing for Community Service, and the Holleran Center.
•Waterford, Connecticut. Clarke opened her ser- nothing." Also responsible for the success of the service
• mon speaking of King as a "drum major for jus- At the conclusion of the service, the congre- were the members of the Martin Luther King
tice" and a "minister of peace." Her sermon gation was invited to recite the "Oath of Non- Commemorative Planning Committee: John
recounted the life and passions of Dr. King, Violence." This oath reinforced the messages of Anthony, Sarah Barr, Genea Bell, Jenny
• focusing on his plight of non-violence and resist- strength, humanity andjnstice that Dr. King made Hanunell, Molly Helms, Beverly Kowal, Scott
..ance. King's protection, she insisted, was his his life's work. McEver, and Luis Rodrigues-Torrez.
::State of the College Address Asserts Shared Governance
continued from page 1
sity requirement. The talks, however, are still in
-. Looking more to the immediate future, Pete the process. Nonetheless, Baird noted that fresh-
~Lelek mentioned that there will be new proce- men seminars will be implemented next semester,
• dures for the housing lottery system this year, and and students, though not techuically required, will
information packets regarding the revised process be strongly urged to take them.
will be distributed in the coming months. Lelek The FSCC has also been concerned about the
.' noted that the new system will still be complex College's Honor Code. ''The faculty continue to
'because of the way in which the College's hous- be very concerned about the academic Honor'.ing format operates. As a result, the Office of Code," Baird said. She added that the facnlty have
Residential Life and Housing will be offering faith in the system and wish to make it work, but
information sessions on the system like they did their confidence "has been shaken in recent
last year in addition to distributing the in-depth years." The SGA established a Self-Scheduled
• manuals. "If you don't inform yourself, then Exam Task Force last year, and with resounding
-vyou'Jl be lost," Lelek said. support from the student body voted to uphold
• In response to the housing shortages that have self-scheduled exams at the College. The issue,
become more noticeable in recent years, five new nevertheless, is still an ongoing matter of con-
houses will be available to students on Winchester tention with the FSCC.
Road. Similar to the River Ridge suites, these Faculty allocation and resources are of con-
•• houses will each have their own kitchen and bath- cern, Bridget Baird noted. Following a mandate
, room and will not be reserved for specialty hous- from the Strategic Plan, there will be a task force
ing, established this semester looking at these issues.
Financially, the SGA has also been succeed- President Fainstein was last to speak. He
ing. Pete Leick noted that over the past year the affirmed his belief in the notion of shared gover-
SGA has balanced its budget and paid of approx- nance, drawing on themes of Lelek and Baird.
.; imately one quarter of its debt. Fainstein addressed the College's financial
:. In closing, Lelek said, "I'm confident about status, which has been a major concern for the
the current state of the Connecticut College and College recently. "We have been on very firm
excited about its future." ground financially in recent years," Fainstein said.
Bridget Baird spoke after Pete Lelek. As Chair He noted how the College has received a $5 mil-
of the FSCC, Baird explained the Committee's lion dollar donation from two trustees and is still
... various roles, which include serving as spokes discussing how that money should be used.
people for the faculty; nominating faculty to com- Also, Gregory Waldron, former Director of
,,"mittees and task forces; and looking at academic Development at Wesleyan University, was
issues as they pertain to staffing. Baird noted that appointed Vice President of Advancement at
the Committee has a staffing plan as a whole, Connecticut College in October to manage the
which is used to determine adjustments to College's alumni relations and fundraising
~ staffing. In addition, faculty searches are current- efforts. Fainstein noted that the College has been
• -Iy in the process and there will be many more raising around $13 million dollars annually since
searches next year, Baird added. he has become president, and his goal is to double
A major focus of the FSCC this past year has that amount in the coming years.
been the review of the General Education pro- President Fainstein also commented on the
• gram at the College. Of particular discussion College's strong admission numbers, which have
:.under this topic has been the addition of a diver- been remarkably high in recent years. Fainstein
"Million Reasons to See Baby
ed for making the subject as complicated as it truly is. It takes into account I
everything from religion to family to money and makes no secret of the fact
that anyone in a position to consider euthanasia is indeed in a devastating sit- I
uation.
However, if one is to move past what the film advocates or does not •
advocate, then one can fully appreciate a boxing movie on par with Rocky or
Raging Bull, the story of a crushed cowboy, and a drama so touching and so
harrowing that it will leave all its viewers either silent or in tears when the I
credits roll. Watch out for this one as a possible Oscar sweep .
•
•••••
t.--------------------------
continued from page 4
said, "I think it is a strong indicator of how
prospective students outside view the College."
Fainstein also noted that a major goa) for the
College recently has been to build a pluralistic
community. In line with this reasoning, Fainstein
said that the College has established centers and
spaces for cultural expression on an "experimen-
tal basis and [is] hoping to draw lessons from
that." He further claimed that diversity and equity
initiatives are best when derived from top admin-
istrators, as opposed to a single specialist who is
"more symbolic than realistic."
An innovative initiative the College is under-
taking is a new computer program, entitled
"Banner", which will allow students to check
their academic records online and even offer the
potential for enabling online registration.
Fainstein commented on the system: "In 12-18
months there will be a total revolution [for stu-
dents] to have access to [their] lives as students."
President Fainstein's address concluded with
an opportunity for students to ask questions. A
primary concern to students that Pete Lelek com-
mented about in his speech, which was asked to
President Fainstein, was the College's continual
drop in the "U.S. News and World Report" col-
lege rankings. Faintstein noted that peer assess-
ment is a major factor for the rankings, and the
rankings themselves offer a basis for institutions'
evaluation of other colleges, thus creating a multi-
co-linear effect on the system's methodology .
Connecticut College currently holds the 35th
position in the rankings.
Furthermore, financial flexibility is another
major factor in determining the rankings.
President Fainstein thus claimed that the
College's recent financial constraints have been
an overwhelming factor in its drop in the rank-
ings. He noted, nonetheless, that because the
College's financial situation has stabilized, he
expects to see a gradual improvement in the
College's rankings.
fully appreciate or discuss without vaguely revealing an important part of the
plot. Half way through the film, the story shifts from one of victory and suc-
cess to one of morbid decision. Specifically, the film reveals itself as an
... advocate for euthanasia. This was certainly a shock, since Eastwood has
;.publicly declared his distaste for the practice. But for what the film is, it
• becomes hugely disturbing and upsetting in its final act. Simply as a film
•dealing with the subject of euthanasia, one must respect it as a masterpiece.
It shows every painful moment of the decision process, and should be laud-j 0 0 0' 0"'" 0 0 0 00 00 0" 0' 0 000 0" 0 0 00 0' 0"'" 0 0 0.0' ..... 0 0 0" SOp d n gO 0S'rea'k 02CYOSo 00" 00 0 0 0'" 0 0 0 000 0 0 0000 0 0 0" 0 0' 0000 0 00' 00'" 000" 000 0 0 0
:~~ Challenge 0 0 find a better price!
j Lowest Prices, free meals, free drinks
, j Hottest Parties!
.:; November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips and cash!
www.sunsplashtcurs.com
~.: 1-800-426-7710: . . ~
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continued from page 1
mi disaster affected them. "I personally feel that I needed [a service] .•It
affected everyone," Sinpeng said .
Various speakers were present at the service, including a Buddhist monk.
from Wat Lao Bhudhadham, New Britain. He delivered a mourning Buddhist
scripture as well as other prayers. 10 addition, four students excerpts from
Christian, Hindu, Muslim, and Jewish texts in their native language.
Faculty and staff members also spoke at the service. Professor of
Psychology Jefferson Singer talked about human emotions in times of disas-
ter. Professor Thompson also discussed the origin and consequences of
tsunaruis. Finally, Carolyn Patiemo, the College Chaplain, discussed the
tsunami from a theological perspective.
The service was also marked by an organ performance by Sylvia Chen,
'06, and classical music from Pakistan, Nepal, and Thailand.
In addition to orgauizing the memorial service, Sinpeng also wanted to
aid in fundraising efforts for the tsunami disaster. She compiled information
into flyers that instructed people where and how to donate. The flyers were
distributed at the end of the service.
Sinpeng noted how she deliberately waited for the end of the service to
hand out the flyers. "1 originally was going to do fundraising, but it's offen-
sive to talk about money during the service", she said.
The memorial was open to all students, faculty, and staff. Sinpeng was
impressed by the turnout. "It's a big deal for the first day of class and all the
snow," she commented. She also mentioned that people came up to her after
the memorial service saying how much it moved them
INTO TIlE RED MIST
"
YON! FREEMAN - OCCUPIED TERRITORY
continued from page 3
propaganda posters saying "Long Live the Communist Party!" around town.
However, when I asked my Vietnamese instructor about it, he said he forget
that it was approaching. Times are changing when the Communist Party no
longer takes center stage in peoples' ruinds. Next week is Tet, the New Year
celebration in Vietnam, which goes on for over a week. It is the Year of the
Rooster this time around, though roosters and chicken lately have not been
associated with luck (for reasons you can already guess). Most places will
be closed around town for this, because people will be taking a break from
work and will be feasting. I have no doubt that there will be more to tell
when that time comes - as for now, Go Pats!
VETOED!
ANDREW MEYER- I HAVE ADD
son who edits the newspaper, hence
the name, "editor". Anyway, Emily
is the one who dragged me into this
column writing thing, and amazing-
ly, she has actually succeeded at the
very difficult job of prying me away
from Duck Hunt long enough to get
me to write a weekly column.
Emily, you've done an awesome job,
and we'll all miss you in the office.
Kick back, have a beer, finish Star
Tropic (finally), and enjoy retire-
ment.
continued from page 3
all four remaining NHL fans are
upset.
I'd like to shock the world by
ending my column on a serious note.
And that note is "F sharp". No, seri-
ously, for those of you who don't
know, this is Eruily Morse's last
issue of the Voice. For those of you
who don't know who Emily Morse
is, she's the amazing editor of the
Voice. For those of you who don't
know what an editor is, it's the per-p----- - - - - ..'.
•
•
••,I
••
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Got Prenup?
..
A&E loves gossip. Call 
----- and Rachel at
x2812 or email- -smseq_1-@- _
Residential Life Revamps Lottery
continued from page 1
• Lelek, SGA President.
The RLH Advisory Committee will finalize
the booklet at their meeting on Friday morning
February 4th, and Metivier says the expectation is
that by "early next week it will be in every [stu-
: dent's] mailbox". The revamped booklet includes
• ~ flow chart to explain all the different options
students have depending on if they want to live in
a single, double, move with a group, or opt for
thematic and specialty housing. A mass e-mail
will be sent to all students to notify them when the
lottery book is available. Itwill both be online and
personal copies also distributed to each student's
mailbox. Metivier strongly encourages all stu-
dents to "be responsive" and pick up the lottery
booklet as soon as it is available.
Additionally, there are three information ses-
sions tentatively planned about the lottery
process: Thursday, February 10th at 7 p.m. in
Windham, Friday, February 18th at I p.m. in
Larrabee, and Sunday, February 20th at 9 p.m. in
Freeman. There will be an additional information
session after all the registration forms are due on
Wednesday March 2nd in Main Street West at
9:15 p.m.
Metivier stated that overall there has been a
"very significant overhaul" to the lottery process.
Caitlin Greeley 'OS, co-chair with Metivier of the
RLH Advisory Committee, said that the commit-
tee has "worked diligently to improve lottery
from last year's process and w~ are very pleased
with the results."
One of the major and most obvious changes is
that the registration process has been entirely
.computerized, upon suggestions based on last
year's process. Metivier credits Lori Schaffer of
Information Services as "primarily responsible"
for the' transition to online registration.
Registration serves to actively tell the ORLH that
a student wants to participate in the lottery and
intends live in student housing the following year.
.The one page form will be available online
through a link on Camelweb. Students are encour-
aged to print a receipt for more accurate record
keeping.
Automatic information that "feeds from the
college's records" will be filled in on the online
registration form, Metivier encourages students to
closely analyze tltis information, especially class
year, and notify the College if they believe it to be
inaccurate. Once the form has been submitted, the
information is finalized for the lottery process.
.The deadline for online registration is Tuesday,
February 22nd at 5 p.m. If students neglect to reg-
ister online before the deadline, they will be
excluded from the lottery process altogether and
housed only after the entire lottery has concluded.
Jim Folger 'OS, member of the RLH Advisory
Committee, said that this year the registration
deadline will be "harder", that is more strictly
enforced.
All thematic, specialty, and independent-liv-
ing housing applications are due the same day as
-online registration. This assures that if denied,
,-students still have the option of traditional hous-
, mg. An additional change this year is that students
interested in living on single-sex floors will also
have to apply before the registration deadline.
, There are eight all-female and two all-male floors
- on campus, Unlike in previous years, gender
\ ratios will not determine the composition of the
, remaining residence hall floors.
Students will be able to indicate interest in
specialty and thematic housing on the registration
form online as well. Group housing, referring to
.....moving with friends within dormitories, is not
part of online registration. There is also an area on
the form to indicate interest in living in housing
not affiliated with the College, although applica-
tions are due at a later date, Even for those who
intend to live off campus, registration is still
, .required. No one is exempt from this rule, not
, .even those applying for positions such as Student
Advisors as in previous years.
Next year, Unity House will be used as a com-
munity lounge as opposed to a residence. The
decision was reached by administration in the
ORLH and Unity, Metivier feels tltis setup will
,"put [Unity] to better use for general student
needs." Partially in response to the closure of this
building, there will be a pilot program this year of
a cultural awareness floor, located on the 4th floor
of Lambdin. According to Greeley, the new spe-
.. cialty floor is designed to be an "environment in
~ which all students have greater interests in issues
of diversity and multiculturalism." Applications
for the cultural awareness floor are also due on
the 22nd.
One of the biggest changes that the student
body in general will experience is the scheduling
of the lottery process. Part I: House Selection will
, be elongated over a period of multiple days. There
will be one night for each class to pick their resi-
dence hall. Metivier hopes that this year the
.. "process happens in a more timely matter." Rising
senior house selection is tentatively scheduled for
: the evening of April 6th, followed by rising jun-
, iors on the 7th and rising sophomore on the 8th.
Within their class-specific evening, students will
be assigned specific time slots of half hours deter-
- mined by both lottery numbers and priority. Thes~
.' time slots are "most likely when they will go m
::::to pick their donn, according to Craig McCamck
'07 member of the RLH Advisory Committee.
Ea~h designated time slot is the earliest possible
•
time in which a student will be called upon to
choose his or her donn.
Part II of the lottery, the Room Selection
process, is scheduled to occur on the evening of
Wednesday, the 13th of March, at 10:15 p.m. in
the individual dormitories. A change will be made
to the order in which students choose their rooms,
a significant break from the previous system.
Room selection wi1l be conducted in order of
class status as in previous years. but within each
year room selection will be ordered by reverse
lottery number, starting with the highest. Priority
has no impact on the room selection portion of the
process, because the intention of priority is to
assure that students live in a more desirable
house, not a specific "better" room. With the addi-
tion of Windham and Larrabee basements, anoth-
er change is that all basement residents now
receive priority. Current residents of Windham
and Larrabee will receive two semester of priori-
ty towards tltis year's lottery.
Another significant alteration this year is that
lottery numbers will be assigned in one continual
list extending from one in the rising senior class
to approximately 1400. The rising senior class'
lottery numbers will range from one to 450, rising
juniors from 450 to 900, and the rising sophomore
class from 900 to 1400. The most important fac-
tor in determining the order in which students
choose their house remains class year, followed
by semesters of priority, and finally lottery num-
ber. The purpose of the change to having the lot-
tery number out of the total student population is
to make moving in groups more fair.
Within the new format, class status and prior-
ity of the members of groups of mere than two
people moving together will be averaged to create
a group lottery number. This will allow groups to
fairly fit into a certain time slot evening for Part I:
House Selection. The maximum number of indi-
viduals allowed to move together within the tradi-
tional residence halls is limited to a total of four,
while the maximum for specialty, independent-
living and thematic housing is five. Students are
still assigned and entitled to their individual lot-
tery number.:
In the event that a group enters the House
Selection on their designated evening and decides
it is impossible or unpractical to live together,
they can opt out of their group and enter the lot-
tery individually or in pairs based on their per-
sonallottery number. Groups will not be explicit-
ly denied the chance to move together upon appli-
cation by the Office of RLH but, according to
Metivier, the "process itself will determine how
many groups will be able to participate."
Continned student advisors for next year are not
allowed to apply for group housing becausethere
is no guarantee that their friends will be admitted
to their pre-assigned residence hall.
Students moving in pairs do not have to apply
in advance for group housing. Any student is
allowed to "pull" another student 'into house
selection with them, regardless of class year.
Unlike group housing, the lottery numbers will
not be averaged. The pair will be placed accord-
ing to the lowest lottery number. This option is
designed to give students flexibility that is
unavailable in larger groups.
'Lottery cards with the individual's priority
listing, class year, and lottery number will be put
into mailboxes after registration has been com-
plied, as in previous years. The anticipated date
for the delivery of cards to student mailboxes is
on February 28th, according to Folger.
Sophomore cards will also specify whether or not
they have qualified for a double or a single. The
only addition to the lottery cards tltis year will be
the specific time slot that person has been
assigned during their class-specific evening for
house selection. Groups can apply to move
together after receiving their individual lottery
numbers. The deadline for group application is
March 11th, the Friday before Spring Break.
Groups will be notified of their lottery numbers
on Monday the 28th, which is immediately after
Spring Break. On the off-chance that an individ-
ual would be assigned the same number as a
group after the averaging procedure, the individ-
ual would get to pick before the group.
There are multiple new additions to the hous-
ing stock in this year's lottery. Greeley stated that
these are intended to "alleviate housing crunch
problems". Five independent-living houses will
be available next year. The five houses are called
Winchester houses, and they are located across
Route 32 between the Athletic Center and Abbey
House. The former staff housing has been con-
verted in response to the Housing Options Task
Force survey last year, which found that students
desired more apartment-style living options. In
Metivier's words, the Winchester houses are
"complete entities" with yards, driveways, fire-
places, and full kitchens. Winchester students will
be on the same seven meal plan as their River
Ridge neighbors. The ORLH is working to have
photos of the houses available on their website
before the registration and lottery process. There
is also a possibility that tours of the houses may
be offered.
The houses accommodate five people each.
Co-ed groups may apply, but the three bedrooms
(two doubles and one single) are restricted to sin-
gle sex. The Winchester and River Ridge apart-
ments are quiet lifestyle housing to maintain com-
mon courtesy to the surrounding neighborhood.
Because of this increase in independent-living
residents, a new position of Housefellow for sole-
ly River Ridge and Winchester will be created,
bringing the total number of Housefellows to 22.
Additionally, there are three newly acquired
River Ridge apartments for student housing,
bringing the total to 13. One will be the
Housefellow apartment, the second is a two per-
son one bedroom suite, and the third is the tradi-
tional five person, three room setup, Independent-
living is available for all upperclassmen, which
includes rising sophomores. The same averaging
principle applies for groups registering for inde-
pendent housing as for those moving in groups
within the residence halls.
On campus, the Park apartment will also be
opened up for student residency, specifically as
thematic housing. Current resident Felicity
Melillo, the ORLH North Area Coordinator, will
be moved off campus to other faculty housing,
This opens up another five-person apartment,
consisting of a triple and a double, similar to the
style of 360, the Lambdin apartment; and
Freeman tower,
Independent-living and thematic housing
applications are both binding. There will be no
interviews for students apply to the independent-
living options of River Ridge and Winchester. The
thematic housing interview process for 360, the
Lambdin apartment, the newly available Park
apartment, and Freeman tower is scheduled to
occur between February 17th and the 22nd, prior
to the online registration deadline. If a group of
students is interested in both thematic and inde-
pendent living, they need to express their prefer-
ence during the application process. Priority is not
a factor in thematic and specialty housing, but it
is considered in decisions for independent-living
housing. Once accepted to these programs, the-
matic and independent housing residents can skip
.the first part of the lottery process and go straight
to room or house selection.
Only rising seniors and possibly rising juniors
are permitted to living off campus in housing
totally unaffiliated with the school. Freshmen and
sophomores are required to live on campus, in
either traditional dorms or school sponsored
housing across Mohegan. The applications for ris-
ing seniors interested in living off-campus are due
on March 28th. If the number of seniors is below
the maximum of 30, rising juniors will be then
allowed apply as well. In past years, only around
10 total people have applied, so the chances are
great that the rising junior class will also be eligi-
ble for unaffiliated off-campus living.
Metivier expects that common rooms and res-
idence hall lounges will not be used for housing
next year.]n direct correlation with the addition of
Winchester, more River Ridge apartments, and
the freeing up of the Park apartment. This is
dependent, however, on the size of the incoming
class, which has yet to be determined. Dave
Milstone, Dean of Student Life, also pointed out
that the housing situation can be affected by other
factors such as commuter students.
Caitlyn Turgeon '08, another member of the
committee of RLH, anticipated that 60% of rising
sophomores will be placed in singles, with the
remaining 40% being assigned to doubles. Rising
sophomores who have priority are still eligible to
receive doubles randomly along with the rest of
their classmates, a change from last year.
Camelweb registration will also include an option
for those who wish to voluntarily sign up for a
double in advance. Rising sophomores who qual-
ify for doubles will have to attend a mandatory
meeting on March 3rd at which they will have the
choice of prioritizing either the house they would
like to live in by accepting a double, or opting to
hold out for a single. Those interested in being
wait-listed for singles will then fill out forms indi-
cating their preferences, so they will be pre-estab-
lished before leaving campus. No phone calls will
be made to sophomores during the summer
process of re-assigning empty rooms. Instead, ris-
ing sophomores interested in singles will receive
notification of their new housing assignment
through email, hopefully by mid-August, accord-
ing to Metivier.
Despite rumors of eliminating or changing the
way priority is awarded and used, the ORLH and
Advisory Committee have decided not to tackle
that issue this year because of certain restraints.
Specifically, there was discussion of priority
being "spent," that is only used once and then
removed. McCarrick said that although the board
was divided on the subject, they ultimately deter-
mined it was "not practical" because of time con-
straints in converting the system, He commented
"we can only do so much in one year." Folger,
another committee member, called it to a "techni-
cal impossibility". Greeley said, "We are sorry it
can't be changed tltis year. We have some limita-
tions, which include technology."
Overall, Metivier encourages that students
"do not delay [in] getting on track with housing,"
particularly the online registration and specialty,
group, independent-living and thematic housing
applications. Greeley has "confidence that the
process as a whole will go more smoothly and be
more enjoyable." She even said in jest that she is
"thinking of spending another year at Conn and
becoming a super senior just so I could live on
Winchester Road."
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••'.:you to cook up::
some hot••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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stories for the
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To kick it up a
notch, call
x2812 or ernall-'••••~.
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•ccvorce,
Oh yeah babe.
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~ Top Ten Conn College New Years Resolutions !
;
~TOPTenConn COllegeNewYears' Resolutions ~
~10. sa In a new secllon of Harris O.e.'1he Reiect Room'') •
~ ~
~9. Stop POpping,our collar. •
~ ~
8. Become bener aCquainted with Norman Falnstein ~
~J.Become less aCQuaintedWith CampusSafell. t
r - - -Caofel i:iose=up- - - -
- ---
"
•• • .:..8.d •• _ La",-_ ••
6. Umh"slCk da,s" to three.
~5. READTHEVOICEn•
:4. Make S50 onCro card last until March... well, ma,be late
~Februarv., .
=3. Stop stealing enllre cereal containers from the dining halls.
~
~2. Be more forgiving of Nick I,engar ~
=' ;~1.Don't '1riend" peoPle ,ou've never spoken to. In fact, iust sta, i
~awa, from thefacebook. ~
~ ~
:- • e-•••••• e-••••••• .- -e-e- e- " .• i
rcanviiu iDess WhOiiiii VOicestaner Is;. we'i give pu a
Ihint. Hema, be in Vietnam this semester but he's sU11onlV a
jPlane ride away from his FAVQRmMiddle-Easterncountry. Some of his choice delicacies InCludeManlSChevtlzwine, Gefihe Fish and PizzaHut Pizza(hold an, toppings con-
taining pOrk). n yOUthink yoU know Who this m,ster, man Is,
.email ccvolce@conncoll.edu. .~ ,~_r_~
Camel CuriosilV
In winter the grass is covered by snow and the bactrian camel has to survive four to five months on dry grass in very
cold weather. During the long winter he will use the fat in his humps for energy.
LLa Quoteable Camels L • • • • • U LU-e • • U U
Welcome back Camels! What did YOUdo over break:- Nothing much, right:- Are YOUridiculouSly sick of answering
that queslion:- Sometimes it can drive vou so crazy that vou just want to make something UPto keep yoursen from
• dving of boredom! But what if VOUactuallv had something really COOlto sav in response and YOUcould show and ~
·stun your peers when they ask the queslion, without expecting an answer more elaborate than "nothing much." We•at the fun page were .curious: what do YOUwish YOUcould say yoU did over break:- ~
• • •• • • • • • • • -.--. • • • ••••• .-... -.e-e --. .. ·-..,. ~r.-.•.-•••••• .-. , •• ...,..•• .".. -.
-Jenny Vasquez
Senior: Sophomore:
- Adam Kaufman
''IaCh nlllht over break I went to a
different 24-hour diner In Hew
JerlBY and sampled Iblllr Grilled
Ch88Seat lour In Ibe morning."
"I married Brad Pin." ;.••::
"I stalked the night
eanh."
- scon Borchen
Junior:
Freshman:
"I told vou! I spent it with
mv uncle in Alaska hunting
wolverines!"
-Napoleon Dynamite
Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more aliterations.
------
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Women's Basketball Has Inconsistent Year Camels Squash The Competition I..
.Michel had eight rebounds, four
assists and four points off the bench;
impressive numbers for the fresh-
man out of West Haven, CT. The
Camels were able to hold on for the
64-60 victory.
The Camels hosted Amherst
College on the 22nd of January.
Amherst came out on top with a 67-
50 victory. Amherst opened the
game with a 2l-to-6 run. The
Camels came back strong slashed
the lead to four at 25-19. However, a
field goal from Stefanie Reiff with
three seconds left shifted the advan-
tage back to Amherst, who led by II
points at the half.
The Camels visited. the Coast
Guard Academy Wednesday
evening, as the two neighboring
institutions squared off in another
chapter of the Route 32 rivalry. The
Camels played well and converted
their chances and proved that they
are a competent team, regardless of
their somewhat poor record. The
question for the Camels will be
whether they take advantage of this
win and build on it to save their sea-
son. The Camels will fight hard for
the remaining four games, and if
they play like they did on
Wednesday night they can defirtitely
come away with a couple of W's,
and that would be huge for this
team's morale and confidence going
into the post season, and would cer-
tainly be something the team can
build on for the next season.
On another note, on the 12th of ------------,.----:-:,.-------:-:
February the three senior captains continued from page 10
will be playing their last game for over the Camels. Despite the score, several players
the Conn College Camels and they shone brightly for the home team. Charles Stone '08, a
will be sorely missed. Come· down newcomer who has become a solid contributor thus far,
and support the girls - let's really poured in 15 points and added four rebounds, while Zak
make the home court advantage Harris and Zarrette Rogers both contributed with 16
count. points apiece, and Sokol Zejnullahu added eight.
Conn would drop three more NESCAC games to
Trinity (94-65), tfl ranked Amherst (84-50), and Bates
(71-48), before breaking into the win column in confer-
ence competition. On January 29th, the Camels hosted
Tufts University at Luce Fieldhouse for a game that
surely will be remembered as one of the finest perform-
ances of the season. Tufts jumped out early with a 19-10
run, but Conn quickly rebounded with a 9-2 run of their
own, cutting the lead to just two at 21-19. With just l:28
remaining in the half, Jeff Young '08 poured in a three-
pointer that tied the game for the remainder of the first
half at 33 apiece.
Early in the second, it was Conn who rushed to build
their largest lead, a 57-50 advantage thanks to the sharp
shooting of Zarrette Rogers '07, who had a team-high 16
By GERALD WOLS
ranked fourth in the nation for
Division ill and boast a record of
The Connecticut College 17-1. Serafin led the Camels with 13
women's basketball team has had a points and six rebounds, the final
somewhat up-and-down season with score being 78-39.
many heartbreaking defeats and On the 25th of January the
heart-stopping victories. The Camels recorded a well deserved
Camels have produced some good win Over Newbury College. The
displays but have never managed to game was played at Luce Fieldhouse
go on a strong run throughout the and was a great "welcome back"
season. This has left the Camels present for Conn students returning
with a less than impressive record, to campus. Senior Mary Bushnell
for a team that has real potential but netted a season-high 16 points with
needs more time to mold into an effi- four assists, leading the Camels to
cient unit. Their record stands at 7- victory. Freshman point-guard
II, and the Camels are winless in Devon Kearns chipped .in with 15
NESCAC action. points and four assists. Serafin
The Camels traveled to Medford, added 12 points and nine boards for
Mass to face the Tufts University the winning side. Bushnell dominat-
Jurnbos on the 29th of January. The ed early, scoring II points in the
Jumbos' (9-8) recorded a huge win opening half and leading the Camels
over the Camels, the final score to a 23-15. But the Nighthawks ral-
being 84-49. The Camels played a lied to even the score at 27 on a field
competitive first half, trailing 41-33 goal by Ebony White. A pair of free
at the break. But the Jumbos shot throws from Katie Gagnon with 59
56% from the field in the second seconds left allowed the Nighthawks
half and were able to pull away with to carry a 36-32 lead into the break.
the lopsided victory. Katy Serafin In the second half, the Camels
'08 poured in a game-high 20 points used their size advantage to establish
with six rebounds for the Carnels. position in the low post and get to
"Despite the final score, our the foul \lne. The Camels played
team worked really well together... much more aggressively and fought
they were just the better team in the for every lnose ball, bringing the
end." said sophomore Dani fight to the Nighthawks and defend-
DeLaurentis. She continued, "Tufts ing their home ground.
was a game our whole team was The Camels out-scored the
looking forward to winning but we Nighthawks 13-to-2 at the charity
just couldn't pull it out. When we stripe in the final 20 minutes of play.
work hard on D it usually translates Trailing by four, the Camels explod-
to a solid offense but we just could- ed and put together a lethal l4-0 run
n't find our rhythm." to build a 58-48 lead with three min-
The day before, the Camels utes to go. Devon Keams '08 canned
played a very competent Bates team, a pair of field goals during the rally
who blew the Camels out of the and Bushnell delivered the key con-
water. It was a one-sided affair and version to put the game away, steal-
the Camels were never really in the ing a pass at rnidcourt and leading
game. Bates extended their five freshman Lindsay Michel on a
game winning streak and are now breakaway for an easy bucket.
Welcome To The World Of Cricket
Srm WRITER
continuedfrom page 10
the ball overhand with a straight arm. A 'bowler has to
deliver the ball with a straight arm; the bowler's arm can
not be crooked when he releases the ball.
Teams score by getting runs. A run is completed
when a batsman hits the ball and then runs to the other
end of the cricket pitch, getting past the crease. The non-
striking batsman has to run to the opposite end, as well.
The batsman can run as many times as they like, but the
batsmen can be called out if their stumps are hit with the
ball by a fielder before the batsman reaches the crease.
The stumps are three sticks of equal size measuring
around 90 centimeters tall with five centimeters separat-
ing'them. Bails (small pieces of wood) are balanced on
top'of the stumps. Thirty minutes ago this idea for an
article seemed really good, but now .. .I am not so sure.
Other ways runs can be scored are by hitting bound-
aries. Boundaries are scored when the ball is hit and
touches or goes past the outer edge of the field. Four
runs are scored when the batsmen hils the ball and the
ball hits the ground before reaching the outer edge of the
boundary, and six runs are scored when the ball is hit and
goes over the boundary without touching the ground.
The fielding team can get the batsman out in several
ways, first by catching him out. This is done when the
batsman hits the ball with his .bat and a fielder catches
the ball on the fly. Second, they can bowl the batter out.
This happens when the bowler bowls the ball and the
ball strikes the batsman's stumps or bails. Third, the leg
before wicket, or LBW. This happens when the bowler
bowls the batter prevents the ball from hitting the stumps
by placing his leg in front of the stumps. There are a few
other ways for a batter to get out, including by voluntary
retirement!
Each team has one inning. Most one-day matches are
played with each side having 50 overs (or 300 balls.) If
ten of a team's batsmen are out the inning ends there,
regardless of how many balls are left to be bowled. The
team that scores the most runs in their innings is the win-
ner. And no, cricket really doesn't take that long; if you
consider the actually time you play. Football games and
baseball games last an average of three hours, snme even
going past the five-hour mark ..This is due to the heavy
advertising and the fact that teams don't play during
commercials (something that has always bothered me),
but that's another story for another issue.
For more information regarding the wonderful game
of cricket, or if you are interested in playing the game,
Conn actually does have a Cricket Club. Otherwise, you
can visit the official cricket website at www.icc-crick-
et.com. Cheerio ... until next week.
Did you know that when
you make the long "e"
sound it makes you happy?
No, really.
If you wanna smile, you
should write sports for Pete
and Steve.
Call x2812 today!
I,•
BY STEVE STRAUSS
Assoct.<rE SPOIUS EDITOR
With most of the season already
under their belts, the Conn men's
and women's squash teams are
excited about the prospect of a
strong finish. The already impres-
sive winter campaign has led the
women's team to a series of impres-
sive victories; the men's team has
garnered the #18 ranking in the
nation.
This is especially staggering
given that the squash program at
Conn is Division 1. The men's team
has swatted its way to a 7-4 record.
The women have won four matches
in a row, bringing their season
record up to an even 8-8. The men
have also put together a 4 match win
streak, leading many to question the
cause of this sudden and spectacular
success.
Captain Jirad Schwimmer 'OS
speculated, "The team has a lot of
freshmen on it. They have really
worked hard and matured a lot this
winter ... they have made big contri-
butions to our success lately. The
rest of the team has really valued the
freshmen and allowed for their skills
to progress." -Recent matches have
been an exhilarating blur for the
men's team. On January 15 and 16,
the men played the Yale Round
Robin Tournament, which turned out
to be a roller coaster of emotion. The
men were set back at first by a savvy
Bowdoin squad which hammered its
way to an 8-1 win. The overmatched
Camels soon bounced back; the very
same day they put together a solid 6-
3 victory over Rochester. On the sec-
ond and last day of the tournament,
the Camels sent a signal to the
squash world that there is a new
force to be reckoned with ... and it
resides in New London. The Camels
shut out Cal-Berkely 9-0 and left the
tournament on a winning note. On
January 28, the men thoroughly dis-
mantled Fordham by pitching anoth-
er shutout. It seemed as if the men
might finish out the season on a
massive win streak, unchallenged by
any rivals.
This was not to be. On February
I, the men battled Connecticut rival
Wesleyan College in a contest for
local supremacy. The Conn men
were spurred on by an emotional
performance by captain
Schwimmer, who showed the dedi-
cation of Charles de Gaulle by com-
ing out of retirement to lead the
Camels. Following his example, the
men responded by posting a squeek-
er of a victory, taking the match 5-4.
Notables were Rob Purple '08 and
Jordan Savage '07, who won tough
5-set matches at #1 and #2 respec-
tively. The squash women, riding a
wave of momentum have only two
tournaments remaining in their sea-
son. The mirrored the men's recent
performance by winning the final 3
(out of 4) matches in their most
recent tournament. The
Holyoke/Smith Round Robin was
punctuated by an ugly first-match
loss to William Smith and three
decisive wins. Haverford was
blanked by the vicious Conn per-
formance; Smith fell 6-3 and
Holyoke 5-4. Last week, the women
traveled up the road to leave their
mark in Middletown, Connecticut.
They "squashed" the hosting
Wesleyan squad 9-0. As the season
draws to a close there is always plen-
ty of time to reflect. The Conn
squash program will have plenty of
great memories to carry into the off
season. Noted Schwimmer, "The
team has played hard, tough and
with heart all year ... we have
become one of the best teams in the
nation and will continue to get better
over the next few years ... We just
love playing the game and hope that
our efforts will spark greater interest
for the game here at Conn." Both the
men and women have one home.
match remaining. You can catch the
squash action at the AC on February
9, when both teams will play Tufts
College.
CCEarns Dramatic NESCACVictory
points. With under a minute remaining, Jahkeen
Washington drove the baseline and, despite being
fouled, was able to ftnish the shot. The ensuing free-
throw attempt was made, giving Conn a 73-71 lead. The
lead would not last, however, as Tufts was able to knot
the game for the ninth time at 73 apiece. Then, with only
two seconds remaining, Rogers was fouled while elevat-
ing for a jumper from the foul line. A converted free
throw gave Conn a 74-73 lead, and the Camels hung on
for the dramatic win.
Danny Metzer 'OS and Christian Mosley '08 both
contributed with eight points off the bench, and Charlie
Stone '08 grabbed four rebounds to go along with a solid
15 point performance.
tilt was a real confidence booster to get such a big
NESCAC win," stated Sokol Zejnullahu '07. "The vic~
tory was especially important to get before our trip to
Maine this weekend. Colby will be an interesting game,
they also have one NESCAC win, and they're one of the
remaining teams that we have to beat to reach the play-
offs."
Friday night, Conn will travel to Waterville, Maine,
for a 7:00 game at Colby College.
Spring Is Just Around The Comer
continued from page 10
their own. The Braves strengthened
their perennially dominant rotation
with the addition of ace Tim
Hudson, who has a 3.30 career ERA.
The Marlins, only a year removed
from a World Series, added one of
the best run-producers in the league
to a lineup that already included
Miguel Cabrera, Mike Lowell, Paul
Lo Duca, and Juan Pierre and a
pitching staff of Jnsh Beckett,
Dontrelle Willis, and a healthy A.J.
Burnett. So, the NL East looks much
improved, as does the AL East. Of
course, that has become an annual
fact given the presence of the Red
Sox and Yankees.
Clearly they are the favorites in
the AL, with additions to both pitoh-
ing staffs that make them unfair.
With the fire sale that took place in
Oakland that left only Barry Zito
from the imposing "Big Three," it
looks like the Angels are the
favorites out west, who added Steve
Finley's leadership, Gold Glove, and
36 homers to the already stellar out-
field of Garret Anderson and
Vladimir Guerrero. They will, how-
ever, face stiff competition from the
young Rangers and the offensively
improved Mariners, who picked up
sluggers Richie Sexson and Adrian
Beltre in free agency to team with
Ichiro to form a daunting trio. In the
NL West, the Giants got better with
Ornar Visquel, Armando Benitez,
and Moises Alou, but they also got
much older. Dodgers GM Paul
Depodesta seems to have a plan,
seeing as he has unloaded 28 of 40
players who were on the team in the
two years he has been there.
Let's just hope, for his sake, that
J.D. Drew stays healthy, Jeff Kent
produces, and Derek Lowe pitches ;
like he did in the playoffs rather than
the way he has pitched the last two
years (Uh-oh). Who knows, I'm just
excited that Spring is around the
comer.
Camels Can't Get Over The Hump
continued from page 10
how we should play," remarked Miller.
The Camels' busy schedule continues this weekend as they must travel to Massachusetts where they have road
games against Babson College and UMass-Boston.
iI.888.Spring Break
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:::;Welcome To
TheWorldOf
Cricket
"Cricket is basically baseball on
valium." Robin Williams.
. Although many of you will agree
with this rather absurd comment by
one of America's funniest men, it is
entirely false. Like Mr. Williams,
many of you think that cricket is
some sort of distant cousin of the
more familiar
baseball, but 1
assure you it is
not. This is a
common mis-
c o n c e p t io n ;
they in fact
have nothing
'in common,
and not even
the slightest
similarity can be found between
these two sporting activities, except
for the name of the Bat - which is
called "a bat" in both sports, clearly.
But that's as far as it goes.'
Cricket is a gentlemen's game -
players still address the umpire as
'uSir," they wear the all-too-familiar
white dress code reminiscent of the
old English colonial country club
style, and although the matches are
extremely competitive there is still a
sense of respect which is shown
between the players and the umpires.
. To put it to you bluntly, or to at
least present what one Englishman
thinks of cricket, "1 teud to think that
cricket is the greatest thing that God
ever created on earth - certainly '
-greater than sex, although sex isn't
too bad either."
- The origins of cricket are
obscure, and there are several theo-
ries on how it started. One is that
shepherds used to play it - one would
stand in front of the wicket gate to
the sheep fold, and another would
bowl a stone or something at him,
a'nd he would have to hit it with his
crook, which was known as a cricce.
Talk about being bored, no wonder
the Aussies are referred to as
sheep ...you know what.
Shepherds' crooks were used as
early bats. These gave way to long,
thin bats, which looked a bit like
straightened-out hockey sticks,
because the ball was bowled under-
arm, and the balters swung their bats
like clubs!! A little like softball, I
!i'e~s.
The bats used today were invent-
ed around 1853, with the blade made
Qywillow, and a cane handle which is~..
IJX~d with strips of rubber, tied
'.llhtfHwine, and covered with rubber
:~make a grip. The early balls were
stones and other flying objects.
These seemed rather dangerous (oh
really?), and it is not surprising that
someone came up with an alterna-
tive. Cricket balls are now made of
cork, and covered with hand-stitched
-leather, which is dyed red. The balls
ltre cleaned or shinned by rubbing
them against one's bottom or crotch
area (hence the red marks on the
white pants of cricketers). If you ask
me, it's an image thing.
Cricket is played with two teams
of eleven, with two umpires on an
oval shaped field. The size of the
field varies, but generally has a
diameter of around 200 meters. In
the middle of the field is what is
known as a pitch. A pitch is a hard,
flat strip of dry ground around 18
meters long. Two batsmen are at the
pitch at a time, both at different ends,
with one facing the delivery of the
ball from the bowler. The bowler
runs up to the pitch where he bowls
GERALD WOLS
Inl'l Man Of Sport
continued on page 9
Camels Gain NESCACWin In Dramatic Fashion Spring Is
}ustAround
The Corner
BY Pl!TER STERLING
AssocIATE SPORTS EDITOR
The Conn College men's basket-
ball team has been in action since
early December, but NESCAC com-
petition did not start until January
7th, when the Camels traveled to
Schenectady, NY for the 21st annual
Sig Makofski-Union College
Basketball Invitational. Conn's first
conference opponent of the year was
a tough Wesleyan squad, who
emerged with a narrow 63-59 victo-
ry in the closing moments of the
game, The Camels surged to within
three points of the Cardinals with
under five minutes remaining in reg-
ulation, but were unable to take the
lead, and suffered their first
NESCAC loss of the year. At the
same tournament, Conn would
bounce back the next day with a
solid performance, pulling out a 78-
61 victory over St. Joseph. Over the
final 20 minutes, the Camels
outscored St. Joseph 44-33, finish-
ing strong for the win. Forward
Charles Stone '08 led the way for
the Camels with a double double,
netting 24 points while grabbing 17
rebounds. Stone's petformance in
both games eamed him a spot on the
AJl-Tournament team as well.
Conn's next NESCAC opponent
came on January 14th, when the
Camels hosted Middlebury College.
The game was close nearly the entire
way, with the Panthers holding a
slim 28-25 lead at the half.
Middlebury surged ahead in the sec-
ond half, widetting the margin at 41-
34 with less than ten minutes
BY SPENCER TAICH
The women's baskelball squad bas bad its ups an downs tbis year, struggling lhelr way 10a respectable 7-ll recordfor the season. (Holt)
As Super Bowl Sunday draws
closer, I feel surprisingly little urge
to write about it. If you want to know
something about the Big Game, 1
suggest you watch ESPN and you
will surely be informed by countless
segments of "Take your pick," and
"Fact or Fiction." Other than the fact
thar Sean Salisbury, Michael Irvin
and friends
have seeming-
ly dissected
every aspect
of the game
two times
over, there is
another reason
why I have no CHARLIE WIDDOIlS
interest in Viewpoint
writing about
the Super Bowl: it is my contention
that by beating the Colts and Steelers
in successive weeks, the Patriots
have shown that they are the best
team in the league, and that this
Sunday's game will be nothing more
than a formality. I could be wrong. If
so, I will eat my words and be
reminded, "that's why they play the
TheConnecticut CoUegeCamelsfought off the Tufts UniversityJumbas to earn a uell-desened NESCACwin, their first of the year. (Holt) . game."
remaining. Conn crawled back with minute, Conn held just a one point opponent, as the Williams College Hey, everyone thought the NBA
4:02 remaining in the game to take a lead, and a Middlebury field goal Ephs visited New London Saturday championship took place in the
47-46 lead with a bucket from with 16 seconds remaining would afternoon. The game did not pro- series between the Lakers and Spurs
Zarrette Rogers '07. With 1:28 to go, give the Panthers a lead they would duce the excitement as the previous then T-wolves, but to our surprise the
Rogers would break the 10th tie of not relinquish, and the game ended contest, and a solid Williams squad Pistons declined to roll over. Instead,
the game, putting the Camels ahead in a 57-54 victory for the visitors. came away with a 91-55 road win they dominated, but that was an aber-
by 3, 54-51. Middlebury, however, The following day, Conn again ration credited largely to the inexpli-
would not be silenced. With under a played host to another NESCAC continued on page 9 cable Hollywood drama of the Lake
M 'H k Ti Sal S Fall T USM Show. My basis for this beliefen s oc ey res em tate, s .0 :;~~~es=~~~tsaresogood,and
To be specific, two of the six
NFC playoff teams (Minnesota and
St. Louis) were 8-8, while three AFC
teams (Jacksonville, Baltimore, and
Buffalo) didn't even make the play-
offs at 9-7. The Eagles played three
teams with records over .500 this
season: They beat the Ravens by five,
kindly allowed the Steelers to man-
handle them, and beat Green Bay.
The Patriots, on the other hand, were
9-1 against teams that were .500 or
better. They found a way to stifle
MVP Peyton Manning and the
league's· best offense, twice. They
went into Pittsburgh to play the
Steelers who were 16-1 and previ-
ously undefeated under quarterback
Ben Roethlisberger, and came out
with a convincing 41-27 victory.
On a final note, 1 think a red-flag
might need to be raised when the
biggest story of the weeks leading up
to the Super Bowl is Freddie
Mitchell .. .I may be delusional, but
this weekend's matchup really does-
n't inspire me. In my opinion. the
biggest stories of recent note are the
changes that have been taking place
in baseball. No, I'm not referring to
the absurd battle between the Angels
and the city of Anaheim over their
name change to ''The Los Angeles
Angels of Anaheim." I'm talking
about the mass exodus of players
from one team to another, including
about half of them going to one of
two teams in New York. The land-
scape of baseball as we know it
appears to have shifted to a degree
that we have not seen in recent win-
ters.
To illustrate my point, I ask how
many times we ha a see team
acquire the bigge itcher
and fielder (Pedro ez and
Carlos Beltran), but still be projected
to finish third in their division? That
is the case for the Mets, who, in their
attempt to emerge from the Yankees'
shadow, watcbed their division rivals
counter with significant moves of
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The men's hockey team barely
had time to enjoy their new
Christmas presents before they had
to hit the ice again over winter
break. A busy schedule against.
NESCAC and New England rivals
kept our Camels active as they
attempted to move closer to a .500
record.
The Camels got off to a quick
start as they dismantled arch-rival
Wesleyan 5-2 on the Cardinals'
home ice. The momentum was car-
ried through to the next game
against top-ranked Middlebury.
Conn's defense was able to slow
down the potent Panther's offense
that had scored 22 goals in the pre-
vious four games. The Camels were
able to tie up the game after a late
first period Panther goal on a short-
handed score by Captain Dave
Moccia '06. Goalie Steve Oven '06
had 40 saves in the game.
Unfortunately, this was not enough,
as Middlebury avoided the upset and
prevailed in a close 2-1 contest.
Despite the close loss to
Middlebury, the Camels were able to
continue their superb playas they
tallied three straight victories
against Williams, Castleton State,
and Skidmore.
The victory against Skidmore
was done in dramatic fashion as co-
Captain Julian Madden '05 broke a
I-I stalemate as he scored a game-
winning goal with only 28 seconds
left to play, improving the Camels
record to 5-9.
One week after the victory over
Skidmore, the Camels would be test-
ed again by #11 ranked Bowdoin,
After a scoreless first period, Conn
jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the sec-
ond period.
The Polar Bears were able to
mount a dramatic comeback, how-
ever, and left Conn with a 3-2 victo-
ry. The loss to Bowdoin was fol-
lowed by another loss to NESCAC
opponent Colby, dropping the
Camels' record to 5-11.
After winter break, the
Cameldome played host to games
against Salem State and the
University of Southern Maine. On
Friday night Salem State was the
opponent. Andrew Clavette '06
posted two ftrst period goals giving
Conn a 2-1 edge going into the first
intermission.
After Salem State had evened the
score at two a piece, Zach Harris '06
put the home crowd to their feet as
he gave the Camels the lead with
4:28 left to play in the second peri-
od. Conn's defense was able to keep
the attacking Vikings at bay until
late in the third period, when Salem
State's Josh Robinson evened the
score with only 2: II left to play in
regulation. Mid-way through the
extra period, Oven was able to pre-
vent a sudden death victory for
Salem State as he made an acrobatic
save on a Vikings break away. The
save was a testament of how he has
played all season.
Forward Jason Miller '07 com-
mented after the game; IISteve has
really stepped up and played great,
he's made a lot of great saves that
have kept us in games. II Oven's stel-
lar play in the net helped preserve
the 3-3 tie.
The following afternoon Conn
played host to the University of
Southern Maine. The Camels were
never able to overcome a two goal
deficit and lost the game 4- 1. Rob
Campbell '08 accounted for the lone
Camel goal and Oven recorded 43
saves in net.
The Camels record as of now
stands at 5-12-1. The record does
not indicate, however, the hard
fought one-goal losses the Camels
suffered. Forcing highly ranked
opponents such as Middlebury and
Bowdoin to play all 60 minutes has
shown that Conn improved marked-
ly since last season.
Miller states; "As a team we
have bonded rrruch belter and we're
much more focused. We need to just
get over the hump. II Much of the
improvement can be attributed to
Moccia, who was named NESCAC
player of the week on January 11th.
Moccia is tied with fellow captain
Madden with eight goals apiece to
. lead the Camels. "We're really led
by our captains. Dave has been on
fire and has really set an example of
Men's Basketball: 5-15
-1124, @ Hunter College, 87-79
.1/28, vs Bates, 48-71
-1129, vs Tufts, 74-73
Women's Basketball: 8-11
-1/28, @ Bates, 39-78
":1/29, @ Tufts, 49-84
:2/2, @ Coast Guard Academy, 74-49
'I
CarnelScoreboard
Women's Hockey: 4-14
-1/22, @ Colby, 1-3
-1/28, vs Middlebury, 0-9
-1/29, vs Williams, 0-4
Men's Hockey: 5-12-1
-1/22, vs Colby, 1-10
-1/28, vs Salem State, 3-3
-1/29, vs USM, 1-
Men's Cross Country:
-10/30, NESCAC Championship @Waterville, ME, 4th place
-11/6, ECAC Division IIIChampionship @ Tufts, 13th place
-11/13, New England Division IIIChampionship @
Cumberland, ME, 7th place
Men'slWomen's Swimming
-11120, vs. Tufts, 177-117
-12/4-5, Camel Invitational, all day
-117, vs Grinnell Colpge at Naples, FL, 7:00 pm
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